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Computer Programs for Three- Dimensional Cable
Problems in Tethered- Balloon Applications

1. INTRODUCTION

In Reference 1. six computer programs for use in the solution of various
tethered-balloon problems were developed and documented therein. Program No.
76. 006 in Reference 1 provides a means of obtaining the tension, elevation angle,
and space-position of a single tether cable of any size and weight from the balloon

to the ground for any balloon altitude and any two-dimensional wind profile. The
wind profile from the ground up to the balloon may include winds of any magnitude
but all must lie in the same azimuth plane, however, they can have ± signs. It was
therefore desirable that a three-dimensional case be developed for use in a similar
type calculator/computer to permit a completely realistic entry of atmospheric wind
conditions and a three-dimensional evaluation of the cable geometry and other

physical parameters.
Program Nos. 77. 007 and 77. 007P presented herein, are three-dimensional

programs. They retain many of the features of Program No. 76. 006 including the

option of specifying a cable (cylinder) drag coefficient or calculation of a variable
drag coefficient based on local Reynolds Numbers at various altitudes. Entry of
wind magnitude and azimuth at up to twelve different altitudes is permitted. The
programs are longer than No. 76. 006 chiefly due to the complexities of a three-

(Received for publication 15 September 1977)
1. Wright, John B. (1976) Computer Programs for Tethered-Balloon System

Design and Performance Evaluation, AFGL-TR-76-0195.
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dimensional solution, the addition of a plotting routine, and the extra "housekeeping"

required in dealing with azimuth values. Program Nos. 77. 007 and 77. 007P differ

by (a) the number of optional ways to make repetitive computational runs and (b) the

plotting of parameters in 77. 007P. A third program, No. 77. 007B, allows one to

retain a cable length computed with 77. 007, change the winds, and then determine

a new balloon altitude and cable geometry.

2. EQUIPMENT

The program, in three versions, documented herein was developed using a

Hewlett-Packard Model 9810A calculator/computer. All versions requirenearly

full use of the 2036 program steps (HP Option 003), 111 storage registers (HP

Option 001), the paper tape printer (HP Option 004), and the MATH ROM (HP No.

11210A). Additional items required are:

Program No. 77. 007 Printer-Alpha ROM (HP No. l1211A),

Program No. 77.0078 Printer-Alpha ROM (HP No. 11211A),

Program No. 77. 007P Printer-Plotter ROM (HP No. 11261A)

and an HP Model 9862A Plotter.

As with those in Reference 1, these programs were written with the idea that they

could be adopted to other less capable machines and they do not necessarily make

full use of potentials of the 9810A.

Table 1 defines the symbols used in the program listings. Unlike Reference 1,

the listings (Sections 3. 3. 6, 3. 4. 6, and 3. 5. 6) are not direct copies of the output

tape listing where many mnemonics can have two meanings depending on opera-

tional mode. Instead the listings here are program forms showing meaningful

mnemonics both in and out of the alpha numeric mode. In addition, the mathematics

shown in display register columns x, y, and z on the forms will aid in understand-

ing the operation of the programs.

p1
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Table 1. Program Codes

A. Standard Mode - Computation

In the definitions below, x, y, and z.represent the contents of display registers

x, y, and z respectively; a and b represent the contents of memory registers a and

b respectively. The mnemonics and their respective functions are shown below.

Mnemonic Function

b b *x

a a- 4 x
Y y•y-*memory register which follows

Sx-# x,* memory register which follows

l/x l/x -4 x

IND Used for indirect addressing

x() Puts the value in the following memory
address into x

x. 2 x 2 _
R X ".y '

i2

J Rt x'*y. y-•z, z 4 x

Z- y, y' x, z z

x y y x, x y

x tX Y, y Z' X- x

y/x -* y

X xy -* y
y - x- y

.1 + y+x y

CHG S -x *' x

ENT E Used to assign an exponent to a number
being entered into x

CLR Set to 0, X, y. z, a. and b
0 through 9 0 through 9 - x
, Used to place a decimal point in a number

being entered into x

CNT (Continue) Used as a null operation in a

program. Used in running of a program.

LABEL Used in conjunction with a following symbol
to indicate a position in the program

memory.

11



PNT Prints the value in x. When multiple

PNT's are used, lines are skipped

after x is printed.

x<y If x <y. branch to address indicated by
number in next 4 steps; if not, skip the

next four steps.

x = y If x = y, branch to address indicated by
number in next 4 steps; if not, skip the

next four steps.

x>y If x>y, branch to address indicated by

number in next 4 steps; if not, skip the

next four steps.

Go To Go to the memory location specified in

the next steps.

END Used as the last step in a program;

Set point of operation to Step 0000.

STOP Causes program to stop and permit entries.
xy xy-

In Natural logarithm of x - x
x x

e e -x

arc Used in conjunction with sin, cos and tan keys

to obtain inverse trigonometric functions.

sin x sin x x

cos x cos x x

tan x tan x x

TAB , 4 Common logarithm of x " x

TAB 9 Rounds number in y to the power of 10 indicated

by integer value of number in x. Rounded

number 'x, y unchanged.

12



B. Alpha Numeric Mode - Printing

Tho alpb L numeric mode is entered by using FMT step twice and is exited by

using FMT once.

A through Z A through Z respectively is printed

0 through 9 0 through 9 respectively is printed

# # is printed

.- or / / is printed

CLR This causes a carriage return or move to
next line to be printed.

CNT This causes a blank space in printing.

C. Plotter Commands

The following combinations of key strokes serve to operate the plotter.

FMT, t Lifts pen
FMT, • Drops pen

FMT, 1 , Lifts pen, scales coordinates, moves

to coordinates.

FMT, 1 , 4 Scales coordinates, moves to coordinates,

drops pen.

FMT, 1 , 1 Symbol scale factor from x

FMT, 1 2 Scales X-coordinate from x and y

FMT, 1 3 Scales Y-coordinate from x and y

FIMT, 1 4 Drops pen, draws + at point plotted.

FMT, 1 , 5 Draws X-axis.

FMT, 1 6 Draws Y-axis

FMT, 1 FMT Initiates plotter alpha mode

FMT Terminates plotter alpha mode.

D. Special Commands

FMT, Go To Automatically loads program card(s)

FMT, x-* Records data in storage onto card(s)

FMT, x() Automatically loads data card(s)

To POLar Converts rectangular coordinates in x and y

registers to polar coord. with result placing

angle in y and radius in x.

13
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3. PROGRAMS FOR TETHERED-BALLOON CABLE, THREE-DIMENSIONAL

CASE, VARIABLE WIND PROFILE, OPTIONAL INTERNAL VARIABLE
DRAG COEFFICIENT

3.1 General Description

Typical concerns in the design of a tethered-balloon flight system are the

ability: (a) to lift the weight of the cable; (b) to maintain the cable tension below

its working limit; (c) to retain a reasonable cable tension at the winch without the

cable laying on the ground; and (d) to keep the balloon within an acceptable area

overhead under wideiy varying wind conditions.

All of the buoyancy and aerodynamic forces introduced into a cable system by

the balloon can be summed and defined by a single force and its angle. This total

force, FT. and the angle, 0, can be computed by use of either Program Nos.

76. 003, 76. 004, or 76. 005 in Reference 1. These two parameters are then treated

as inputs into either the two-dimensional cable Program No. 76. 006, Reference 1,

or these three-dimensional programs.

The basic forces acting on the cable, in addition to the total balloon force acting

at the top of the cable, are the cable weight, the aerodynamic drag, and th'2 "e-

sultant restraining force at the ground winch. The weight of the cable per ..aousand

feet is specified while the force at the winch is part of the problem solution.

The drag of the cable is complex since it is a variable function of the atmos-

pheric density, wind velocity, and cable diameter. Since the programs were in-

tended for use with balloon altitudes of up to 66, 000 ft MSL, the effect of Reynolds

Number on drag coefficient could not be ignored. Reynolds Number is directly

proportional to cable diameter, atmospheric density, and wind speed, and inversely

proportional to atmospheric coefficient of viscosity. It was further assumed that

the cable cross-section would be circular so that, in effect, the cable can be con-

sidered to be a cylinder-or a series of cylinders. Accordingly, the program was

designed to permit the user to specify either a fixed cylinder (cable) CD held con-

stant throughout the altitude range or a program computing CD which varies with
altitude, wind velocity, cable diameter, Reynolds Number, etc.

In concept, the cable is broken into rigid elements of a specified length, K, and

the forces acting on this length evaluated to a net magnitude and angle with which

the next lower element must align and provide equal restraint, Figure 1A. Thereby
a series of outputs is provided at each of these many points proceeding downward

from the balloon to and including the surface. Some of these outputs are the cable

tension, space-position, elevation and azimuth angles, and length.
Because of the three-dimensional capability of the programs, not only must the

wind velocity be calculated at each of the elements but its direction must similarly

be evaluated. A table of altitude-wind speed-wind azimuth, part of the initial user
entries, is utilized by making straight-line interpolations for each of the two wind

parameters at each of the element altitudes. (See Section 3. 2. 9.)

14
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During the downward progression of calculations, the cable tension and pitch

angle are monitored for the condition of zero tension or horizontal cable. Under

such conditions, the balloon has not provided sufficient lifting force for the size

and weight of the cable and the cable is said to be unable to reach the ground, For

a given balloon, cable, and atmospheric condition, a lower flight altitude is there-

fore suggested. If such an event occurs just at the surface, the cable is lying on

the ground. Hauling in some cable would bring the balloon to a lower altitude and

lift the cable off the ground.

When the cable reaches down to the surface where the winch would be located-

or where the tension becomes zero or the cable horizontal--sufficient details are
presented as a final output to allow construction of the three-dimensional geometry

of the cable as well as the compass azimuths of several components.

Table 2 is useful as an aid in selecting which of the three programs is best
used for a particular problem. Programs 77. 007 and 77. 007P, nearly identical

programs except for ending rerun options and a plotting routine in the latter, are

based on solving a cable program where the balloon altitude is fixed at a specified
level. Both will give identical answers to a given problem. Both provide the op-

tion of restarting the same program or of lowering the balloon to other fixed alti-

tudes specified by the table of winds which was originally entered.

Program 77. 007 offers two additional options; (a) a rerun with a different

cable without having to re-enter a table of winds, and (b) the ability to hold the

cable length just calculated constant, change the winds and find where the balloon

may reach an equilibrium altitude. This latter option requires use of Program

No. 77. 007B. While making use of the same mathematics as the other two programs,

its logic and details are somewhat different. The two programs, 77. 007 and 77. 007B,

are designed to be used together and therefore each can be used to call in the other.

Program No. 77. 007 P makes the following plots on a single piece of paper:

(a) Altitude vs H (Y) Displacement,

(b) Altitude vs I (X) Displacement,

(c) Hvs I(Xvs Y),
(d) Altitude vs Tension,

(e) Altitude vs Cable Elev. Angle,

(f) Altitude vs Effective Dynamic Pressure.

As with all programs so far introduced in this series, these three programs

treat the static condition and do not attempt to consider the dynamics of balloon

or cable motion.

15
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~~~~~~~~ofProurmN,7,07lpuvanivN.77 01

llequires 2 Cards-4 Sides ItRequihos 2 CardM-4 sll

Plus 2 Cordi -3 Sides
Data C.ards with D)onllty
adl CI) Conultanto for-do----- elthelo lt'o~rlam

User Entries: Balloon altitude, Surface altitude, Cable Cl) or Internal Computation of C,
Cable diameter, Cable weight, iilement length to be usead In holution, Blaigbon
total force and angle, Winds from balloon to surfaceý-magnitude and
direction at tip to twelve alttitudes

Program Cable Tension and Anglo along cable and at the winch, Cable L.,ength, Space
Solves for , Positions of points along tho cable and Angles of the elements, Relative
and Prints; positions of the balloon and winch, Sighting Angles and Slant Range of the

balloon from the winch,

No Plotting Plots 6 Curves--Cable Tension, Cable
Elevation Angle, Effective Dynamic
Pressure, X, and Y vs Altitude
and X vs Y,

Rerun Options after each Problem Solution Rerun Options after each Problem Solution
0 - New Prob, Start over, all entries 0 - New Prob. Start over, all entries

required, required,
I - New Prob, but only cable parameters,

balloon total force, and angle
entries-Alt, /Winds held from
previous problem,

2 - Repeat runs with same cable with 2 - Repeat runs with same cable with
balloon automatically lowered to balloon automatically lowered to each
each altitude in original wind profile, altitude in original wind profile,
Bin force and angle entered at each Bin force and angle entered at each
lower altitude, lower altitude.

0 or I runs, change winds-? New
balloon altitude. Requires Prog. No.
77. 007B. Auto. Read-In Call for
77. 007B Cards when this Opt.
specified.

Program No. 77.007B

Requires 2 Cards -4 Sides
Data Cards not required

User Entries: Estimated Balloon total force
and angle at an estimated alt.
to be found by program and
the new wind profile.

Program New balloon altitude, Wind
Solves for magnitude and direction at
and Prints: that altitude, plus same

parameters as 77. 007 for
this new condition

No Plotting

Rerun Options after each Problem Solution
0 - New Prob. Start over. Requires

Prog. No. 77. 007. Auto. Read-in
Call for 77. 007 Cards when this Opt.
specified.

3 - Continue to hold cable length,
Change winds again.

16
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M3, l2 Devolopminl of FAlWAIOtt i zin) w id nlarri

"The basic formulae and description hereunder apply to all three programs.

However, there are some details which apply to 77. 007 and 77. 007P or are at least

better understood by following the logic in these programs. Any differences in

approach with 77,007B are explained in Section 3.4. 1.
These tether.,cable programs will handle the three-dimensional case where the

azimuth and velocity of the wind may vary with altitude or over the whole cable

length. Thus the balloon, cable, and winch will not necessarily be located in one

vertical plane, The wind velocity and direction at up to 12 altitude points will be

made a part of the input data required. Straight-line interpolations of both velocity

and azimuth angle will be made part of the program computations for all inter-

mediate altitudes, A wind vector will be calculated for each incremental cable

element by determining the altitude of the bottom-end point of each element, deter-

mining the velocity and azimuth of the wind at that altitude, and assuming that these

conditions are constant over the complete element length.

The objective of the computation is to (starting at the top of the tether-cable

where it is attached to a balloon's confluence-point with a known balloon force vector)

evaluate the cable tension, elevation and azimuth angles, space position, etc.,

moving downward to the earth's surface where the cable terminates onto a winch.

The cable can be considered to be made up of a series of short and rigid cylindrical

elements of length, K, attached by freely pivoting connectors, Figure IA. Each

element will lie at an angle in line with the tension vector solved for the element

immediately above it.

3.2.1 TENSION VECTOR

The first cable element below the balloon, Figure IA, is contained in the ver-

tical plane defined by the wind vector at the balloon since it also contains the balloon

total force, FT. at an elevation angle, 0. The wind vector VI, acting on the first

element will not lie in the same vertical plane and is shown (looking down from the

balloon) rotated clockwise from the balloon wind vector and initial vertical plane by

an angle, a. Solution of a free-body diagram using only the VC component of the

wind, the element weight, and the tension, FT' would provide a solution whereby

the next element below would lie in the same initial vertical plane. That is essen-

tially how the two-dimensional case-Program No. 76. 006-is handled with a single

vertical plane containing all elements of the cable from the balloon to the ground

winch.

However, when the side component of the wind, VS, is included, the resulting

side force (drag) will rotate the bottom-end tension vector out of the initial vertical

plane. A change in elevation angle will also occur as in the two-dimensional case.

17



Figure 1A is expanded in Figure lB to illustrate all of the forces, angles, and

linear dimensions. It also indicates how the total wind vector, V1, must be broken

into components in order to obtain the total aerodynamic drag and then resolve it in

turn into three manageable components. The wind vector can first be divided into

two components: one normal to the cable V N which will be considered the total drag

* producer, and one parallel to the cable, VA' which will be assumed to produce

-I negligible skin-friction drag.

The value of V N will be used to calculate Reynolds Number in order to select

the drag coefficient from a stored table of cylinder CD-R for the option in which

the program calculates a drag coefficient for each element. The CD, whether com-

puted in this fashion or entered as a constant, is then used with atmospheric den-
2

sity and VN to calculate the total drag, DT, of the element.

The total drag can be divided into three components:

(a) Dw in the vertical direction,

(b) D% one of the two horizontal components lying in the vertical

plane containing the cable element,

(c) D. the other horizontal component perpendicular to the

aforementioned vertical plane.

The angle, 0. is both the angle of the wind vector, VN. above the horizontal and the

angle of the total drag, DT. below the horizontal.

Equations can therefore be developed as follows-the numerical subscripts are

deleted at this point for clarity:

Given as known quantities: V. 0, and a:

V = V cosa• (1)

VA Vc cos 0 V cos acos 0 (2)

VN =V VA2- V V cos acos 0 (3)N V2

VN 2 V (1- cos2 acos2 0) (4)
VN

VN=V1-cos a cos 2 V VCos (5)

N scos 2 Vcos 2 c()

-- V Co ao Coos•.(
sin VA/V= Vcsv Ceosa Coso ('7)

Considering the drag vectors:

sin r Dw/DT =D - DT sin 4i (8)

18
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Therefore

Dw= cT Cos a cos 9 (9)

cos •= DD/DT--P- DD= DT cos (10)

cos a= DH/DD-0-DH= DD cos a. (11)

Therefore

DH = DT COS 0 Cos a (12)

sin a• Ds/DD;•-DS = DD sin Oe. (13)

Therefore

DS = DT Cos 0 sin a. (14)

Eq. (5) is used to obtain velocity for the Reynolds Number/CD extraction and in

the solution for total drag in:

DT CD P VN2 A (A =Diam in ft X K) (15)

Eqs. (9), (12), and (14) are then used to resolve DT into three components that may

be introduced into the free-body diagram as follows:

Summing the forces (aerodynamic, weight, tension):

(a) Horizontal Direction In Vertical Cable-Element Plane,

FT cos O+ DH= TI cos 01 Cos 01 (16)

(b) Horizontal Direction Perpendicular to the Vertical Cable-Element Plane,

DS = T 1 cos 01 sin 0, (17)

(c) Vertical Direction,

FT sin 0= W+ DW+ Tl ni. (18).

Eqs. (16), (17), and (18) contain three unknowns: TV, O8, and 0,l
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From Eq. (17)

T D S(19)
1 Cos U1 sin

Substituting in Eq. (16)

"FT cos 0+ DH DS Cos 01 Cos
TH CosS sin1 1  06c53

FT cos DH= n(20)

•13= arc tan F co+D (21)
T H

From Eq. (16)

FT cos 0 + D(
s= H1 (22)

Substituting in Eq. (18)

Fsno-W-D FT cos 0 + DH

FT W cos 61 cos 1I sin 1

FT cos + DH ttan 01
cos

FT sin 0- W - D W
01= arc tan FT Cos B + DH cos 01  (23)

FT cos 0 + DH
T T "coB DH (24)

Cos U6 1Cos

Eqs. (21), (23), and (24) are utilized for the solution defining the tension vector
at the bottom end of the cable element with which the next element aligns. In sub-

sequent loops through these equations a value of TI at the top of an element would

be used instead of FT used for the first element. The particular forms of equations

developed were chosen over other possible forms to avoid indeterminate solutions.

For example, when f3 0-deg, the sin 1 0 and the tension would be infinity if

Eq. (19) was incorporated into the program. It is assumed that will never equal

900 particularly if small K values are selected.
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Figure 1. Isometric Views of the Geometry of a Balloon Tether-Cable Subjected
to Winds of Varied Magnitudes and Azimuth Angles
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A set of axes is defined as shown in Figure 1B which will be the reference axes

during the main body of computations. Since the origin is at the top of the cable at

the confluence point of the balloon, they are annotated as follows: (1) YB axis

positive ahead of balloon in the direction from which the balloon wind is blowing,
and (2) XB axis positive 900 clockwise from the YB axis-looking down from above

the balloon. The reason for this particular set of axes will be apparent in subse-
quent discussion.

As evident in Figure 1B, the initial element lies in the YB -Z vertical plane.

The solution of 31', 01 and T 1 not only establish the conditions at the top end-point

of the next element below but also define a new vertical plane containing this second

element. This second plane is rotated by the angle 0, clockwise from the Y -Z

plane for the example shown; the figure basically shows the positive sign conven-

tions for angles and distances. This second vertical plane containing the second
element becomes the plane to which its wind vector, V is referenced to deter-

mine the associated relative wind angle, a 2 . A repeat of all the above computations

will then provide solutions for 02 02 , and T 2 and therefore conditions defining the

third element down.

While the angle 13 will usually be small, the angle a can have any magnitude.

In these programs, a value up to 3600 is permitted since the triginornetric output

of most calculators will handle a full 3600. In the example shown in Figure 1B, a

lies between 0* and 90*. In this case the vertical component of the total drag is

( downward, DH in a direction to cause a decrease in the cable elevation angle, and

Ds in a direction to cause a clockwise rotation of the cable. These are all positive

in the sense that they were used as illustrated when writing the free-body equations.

As the angle a is increased to 90° and beyond, the three drag components change

directions and at times some disappear as illustrated in Figure 2. However, as

can be checked by substitution of appropriate trig functions in Eqs. (9), (12), and (14),

proper values and signs result for any value of a as used in these equations.

3,2.2 CABLE GEOMETRY

Returning to Figure IB, it is apparent that while determining the progression

of cable tension and angles working down the cable, that the linear movement of

the cable must be calculated and both angular and linear data must be properly

summed as computations proceed. As stated previously, the first cable element

below the balloon lies in the vertical YB-Z plane. The position of the bottom end-

point of that element is defined by:

Jl = K sin 0 (25)

where Ji Is the vertical drop
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h 1  K cos 0 (26)

where h1 is the horizontal displacement from the top of the element in the Y direction.

However, the next elements move out of the Y B'Z plane and as the cable re-

sponds to side loads, the bottom end point of each element is displaced in both the

X and Y directions. Similarly, the vertical plane containing the cable element

moves to a different azimuth than the next element above. Knowledge of this azi-
muth is required with the next wind azimuth in order to define the relative wind

angle, a, acting on the element.

2= K sin 01. (27)

g2  K cos 01. (28)

h2 = g2 cos f 1 = K cos c1 Cos . (29)

i= g2 sin 01 z K cos 01 sin A, (30)

At the next or third element, further complications arise since the above solu-

tions would provide displacements along and perpendicular to the g2 direction.

Figure 3, which is an X - Y projection of Figure 1B, will clarify the following:

While

h 3 ' = K cos 02 cos (31)

h 3 = K cos 02 cos (02 + 01) (32)

or

h i = K cos 9i.I cos (Pi-I + 01-2 + "+ 1) (33)

and

H hi+ hhi1 + hi.2 + ... hI 7h. (34)

While

Y3 K cos 02 sin P2 (35)

13 K cos 2 sin (92 + 01 ) (30)
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o r

i.= K cos 0 j-_ sin (3i. 1 + Oi-2 4 . + 8I) (37)

and

ii+ i 1, + i_ 2  + ... i = (38)

J3 = K sin 02 (39)

or

j -" K sin 01.1 (40)

J j + - - + " + j, . (41)

Eqs. ("3), (37), and (40) are thus used to determine the displacement of the

bottom end-point of one element from that of the element immediately above. Eqs.

(34), (38), and (41) provide the summation of these distances to the balloon which

become part of both the element output and the final output when the surface is

reached.

The sum of the 0 angles, as used in Eqs. (33) and (37), when added to the azi-

muth of the wind at the balloon provides the azimuth of the vertical plane containing

the cable element. The relative wind angle, 0i, to which the element is being sub-

jected must be determined. A positive convention is established whereby a1 is

always posilive with values between 0* and 3600. By definition:

aY Wind AZ - Element AZ .

As in Program No. 76. 006, wind (and density) conditions are found for the altitude
of the bottom end-point of the element but are assumed to exist as a constant over

the whole element length, K. Therefore:

•1 a Wind AZ at: (ZB - j 1 ) - Wind AZ at: ZB (42)

a= Wind AZ at: [Z- -(j 1 +J 2 )] -Wind AZ at: ZB (43)

a=Wind AZ at: [ZB -(Jl,+J 2 +)J -Wind AZ at: ZB -(3 2 +i 1 ) (44)

or

i Wind AZ at: (ZB - i- Wind AZ at: ZB - ( +i + 1 - 2 + + . ). •,, (45)

Expressed in shorthand symbols used in some figures, this becomes

at =AZ IP+ FP (46)
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c. Oc =8•0o°

Figure 2, Resolution of Drag Components for Various Magnitudes of the Relative
Wind Angle, a
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3.2.3 REYNOLDS NUMBER - DRAG COEFFICIENT

kReynolds number is computed by:

PV D
R N -(47)

If a constant drag coefficient is not specified, CD is calculated by one of two

methods that are dependent on the value of R. When R < 1, the Stokes condition is

assumed and

CD= (10.9/R) /(0.87 - Log R) . (48)

When R > 1, a series of straight lines are used to approximate the variation of

cylinder CD with R together with

C D Base Point + K (Log R - Log R (49)

CD DC 13sePin Base Point

The following constants are included in program storage for CD solution when R > 1.

The Recall Code Numbers, nCD, are explained in Section 3. 2. 8.

Recall Code C K
Number R Region Base D Base R

nCD= 1 R> 1<9 i 12.5 - 10,0

nCD -2 R< 900 9 2.98 - 1.0

nCD -3 P. < 4500 900 0,98 0,0

nCD 4 R < 9000 4500 0.98 0.7308

nCD =5 R < 40,000 9000 1.2 0.0

nCD ' 6 R < 50,000 40,000 1,2 - 4.54

nCD =7 R < 250,000 50,000 0.76 0.3434

nCD 8 R > 250,000 .250,000 1.0 0.0

3.2.4 COEFFICIENT OF VISCOSITY

The Coefficient of Viscosity, g, is required for the calculation of Reynolds

number in Eq. (47). The values of p in the 1962 Standard Atmosphere can be

defined by two straight lines up to 66, 000 ft within the accuracy needed here.
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From Z - 0 to 36, 500 ft: ji= 1. 205-5 - 6.84164"11 Z lb/ft-sec (50)

From Z= 36, 500 to 66, 000 ft: p1 0. 95528-5 lb/ft-sec. (51)

3.2.5 DENSITY

The atmospheric density, p, is found as a function of altitude, Z, by use of the

following equation:

In p/po = a Z + a Z (52)0

where p 0 is the density at sea level

a = -2.8136065

0

a -1.77717"10

These constants were obtained from a fit of the 1962 Standard Atmosphere up

through 70, 000 ft with a precision considered satisfactory for this particular appli-
cation. Additional refinements or use of other atmospheres more typical of sea-

sons or locations of a particular balloon flight could be easily adapted by a change of
the two constants.

3.2.6 TERMINATION

The cable element lengths, K, whether entered or automatically made equal to

(ZB-ZS) / 100, are sunmmed in Storage Register No. 024 at each loop in the calcu-
lation of end position, tension, etc. When an altitude for the bottom end-point of one

cable element is detected below the surface altitude, provision is made to go back

to the altitude of the top end-point of that element, divide K by 10-as well as W

and A- and then proceed again downward until a bottom end-point goes below Z
at which time the final printouts occur for the point just above the surface. In effect

this process provides a vernier and a solution closer to an exact value at Z than

possible if K were left unadjusted.
Therefore when resetting for the optional runs at lower balloon altitudes, K, W,

and A are multiplied by 10 to reestablish their original values. A vernier of 10

followed by another 10 could be incorporated if an extremely precise surface alti-
tude match were desired. Its need would probably only exist for a zero-wind condi-

tion where the cable elevation angle is very large and the error greatest.
Checks are made of both tension and cable elevation angle for positive values

before looping back in the program and adding another cable element. Should either

not be positive, an appropriate message is delivered and the same final printouts

are provided as when a surface condition is reached.
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3.2.7 l4NI.)F'CAUl,4'--WINCI t

When tile altitude of it bottom on•d-pollt of till oh, n')lont veauchtIN tile surhilet, the

run Is complete and a final pIrintout is provided Which ropromonta Vonditiom lt tilt,
cable winch. Similutly, if the tension ahoould bomeno zeoro and/or the cable boeomo

horizontal, tile final printout would reproesnt conditions tt the cable 1nlid at an alti-

tude above tilh., actual surface altitudo, But consider in this diamuwon that thu cable

has reached the surface winch.

Figure 4 illustrates a complete ldetlized ballot n-to-winch cable plan view, in

working the problem from the balloon downward in altitude, tile sign of the Y a-axis
is + ahead of the balloon and tile sign of tilth X-axis is + 901 clockwise from the

+ Y -axis. Because of this, a simple transformation of axes to the winch location

allows direct application of a conventional sign designation to the winch axes, X

and YWI For example, the sum of the h-distances, H. is positive ahead of the

balloon and therefore when referenced to the winch position, this distance would be

also positive in the example shown. In all but extreme cases, Hi would always 14e

positive. However, the distance I can be either + or - depending on relative wind

but would also be directly referenced from tihe winch and its conventional X-Y set

of axes.

Therefore, the final output data includes the H and I distances which can be

plotted directly as Y and X distances on the conventional set of winch axes to show

relative winch-balloon positions. The straight-line distance, L is also printed. By

use of the equations shown in Figure 4, the azimuth of the balloon from the winch,

AZB. is presented. By use of the height, J and the horizontal distance out. L, the

elevation angle and slant-range to the balloon are provided.

In addition to the cable tension, length, and weight, the elevation angle or pitch

of the cable above the horizontal is also printed. Use of the equation

AZ = F+1 - 1800 (53)

provides the azimuth of the cable leaving the winch.

At this point, machine- or hand-plotted data on tracing paper could he overlaid

on a map of the area with the winch point at its known location and the paper ro-

tated to place the north vector on true north if the exact geographic balloon loca-

tion were desired. To avoid this complexity, a third set of axes was established

with the origin at the winch and the winch axes rotated to place the + Y axis on true

north. As shown on Figure 4, distances X and Y which can be plotted directly on

a map or chart are calculated arei are the last two items printed in the final output.
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3.2.8 HIOUS)•KEE'P1ING DET IAIILS

a. Azimuth Mitagemont through 0" to 300'
It wais decided to keep all specified angles within the 0* to 300' dusailitAtion

whether necessary or not in order that no ambiguity oxivt particularly on a printout

of data. A few examples of detailed handling followst

When Valculating the wind azimnuth at a specific altitude, the wind data¢ entered
at the nearest altitudes above and below aire usod to obtain the ruate of change of

azimuth with altitude (straight-lbne). Aa with the wind voloqity, tie procuae ia

downward so that

upper lower' n1 n + I

where n m NW m the point number in wind-field table startitng with NW P I for

highest altitude point. Should one azimuth lie in tie 4th quadrant and the other ho

in the 1st quadrant, for example, an improper valuo of delta arilnuth would be

determined (azimuth angles are always assumed to lie within the < 1801 included

langle between the two known azimuths).
0o

Sn 11r,1+1 (I AZ 601, - 3115o -35

z 11 ,coo0 z 8000• =qI•'l
AZ 31511 , n Boll

-__....._A wind aaiimuth for A- 9000 ft
270 90 would improperly ht foul•d ill

the 2jid quadrant at 1451

180o inste'd of 25Q.

Similarly, reversing the two known points would lead to an improper solution
at 9000 ft with 40" instead of 3t50".

To handle thin problem, the following checks are included in tie progi'am logict

Trial4 AzimuthA AZ AZ - A4n

tSA 11+ 180'U A AZ t < 1810"?

I~o Yest

IsAAZt < -180' ? I

No Yes

4AZ=AAZt ,A A =AAZt+ 360' AAZ= &AZt -360'

When the final azimuth is found, an anglo outside the 0' to 3600 limits might

be indicated. To prevent any ambiguity, it is converted by the following processý
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In AZ ;R 31100 7

AZ AZ > AZ

AZ rZ 3000 Al i A4 AZ AV, - 300"

A third problem ti this mdtvut 'u istiM whotl dotoremiling thi mln{lo, (, wh101 Wa

the tinglo botw~hool tile wind m•}nIth anId tU10 aimuth Of the V000'thudl ph) ontt 4 ittillif

tho it'Ahloeltmnont, 'Vht anillo, a, Wi Aliqw4y dofinod in thle uolokwitie tonsoae
ptu, ltlvt,

aV q Wind AA - Nelnownt AZ

am AZ-. (ro÷ +11

i jI\Wind AZ tt Ztu uv NW 1

If the following wyore protolntt

N + #I

Ao JOOO'

A positive convention\ and printout is maintained byi

Triala, a.t AZ - (P+ 1i H)

Is at -0

No Y us

I I
W (V at (V + 3600O.

Thus in the above example, V - 440.

b. Special Pr~oblem -- Cle \ ortical
Inl tile uslual tothered-balloon cable systemn, cable wveig~ht is sufficienltly large,

relative to cable dr'ag. that the cable "s~ags" or its{ elevation angle decr'e~kses with

d~ecreasingl altitude. A special case canl be found by introdtichng a lartge-diameter

and ver'y Ilght-\weight cable into a strong wind field which causes tile cable to



meinot)0, IWt olovnaton anglo thr ough 1O B0 at uonv alt ituthou. Whenll tIN happOns, an
amllibigity In thlt unution utilized usue a sutidtlan anti Ca iso raivrmsa to a nulttlvo

toIlu•|t4I tu.t, If C vLlorr't't)cltttud, a t)Odut tUitt tho ta 1ie O n in 'urt',l'o, T'o tIakltO cu n't of
thin ApI a' I)l OivNi tiut tlontIno (,hI* l ;I'., a) i In ltot dUttoodl which ma)y be vxta in ied ii
thit flow hA;rtuv, It 15tiNvtinIly ntorr'c•ts tho umiputed gleu P3 by adding f1001 to /1
when the Mtt gu through thUl y'tteal, Tho pihyi"all Inl ninl of this uuri't)ctiOn

iW Mppa rent In tilt hort'•MA0tal plant) (II-I) whotre 0 4oe through 000, the projeotion

of tilt) hel hlas a r'ulex of I 100 uholo Of tilirution, (SVo Fligure 30).

0. sturago and livooll Coduls
(1) Drag Cu:offiliont

T'ho eight polnts defilning tho drap voufiieont oft a cylinder, when •oyllolds

Number is greoter thean 1, 0, auch cOnsist, of three uonstunts an described In See-

tion 3. 3, 3. They are stored In Sto'age Hegister No. 077 through 100.
HItcoll of the pailaiweturm in made by use of Code Number called n A

valuh of I is assIgnud fur the group of pa1amuote rsi deflnod by the smalhlest It or

l.egimtors No, 077, 07H, and 0YP folluwed by a valueoftwo forthe next qroup and oil

up to eIght, E'twh of the Inrutorm are uxtvattd when the propelr It ureu its found
by tho+ uno of Ind~rout athllesiming utiaMgn~ theme fur'mu~laoý

3 n1ClD+ 74 for It

3t
S it + 7 5 for ('C)U

I l + 73 for Kit

(3) IVWind
V'Tho wind profile mavy be d(eitned by as few as two altitude points or as many

as IL2 iach point consists of throe user-entereud values; altitude. wind velocity,

and aziniuth. F'or both entry and recall, use is made of a Code Number called NW,

F'o' storage, use is made of indirect adtlressing aud the following:

3 NW + 36 for Altitude

3 NW + 37 for Wind Velocity

3 NW + 38 for, Azimuth.

The value of NW begins at 1 for the first group of entries or highest altitude and

increases by I at each lower point down to and including the surface. Following

entry of all points in the wind fiued u value uf NW -1 is reassigned since the com-

putation process starts at the highest altitude and works downward.
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ltecall of the parameters in Program No. 76, 006 was made by the same formula

listed above. In those programs however, the optional rerun cycles with the balloon
at uccessively lower altitudes listed in the wind table required a modification. A
Repeater Code Number, r, is used herein for several purposes. A value of 0 is

used during the primary runthrough with the balloon at maximum altitude (1un
No. 1). If the option rerun cycles are called for, r is indexed + 3 for each succes-
@ive run at lower altitudes, The printed Hiun Number is found by:

Run Number= 1 + .

Recall of the wind parameters is made by indirect addressing of the following

formula:

3 NW + 36 + r for Altitude.

:3 NW + 37 + r for Wind Velocity,

3 NW 4 38 + r for Azimuth.

3, 2. 9 WIND PRO'ILI!

The usual available wind data consists of the wind magnitude in knots and its

azimuth (direction from which the wind is blowing) in degrees from true North at
P1 various altitudes above the surface. For a low altitude balloon, the twelve available

altitude-wind storage groups in the programs are more than enough to handle the

typical amount of wind data available.

For higher altitudes where more than twelve levels of wind information is
uvailable~some editing, smoothing, or averaging may be necessary. The magnitude

and azimuth may each be plotted and points defining significant changes in each

parameter be used to define significant altitude levels. As an example, in Figure 5,
the wind magnitude and azimuth are plotted as points. Some points can be usually
ignored as dubious or offering little effect on the total wind picture. Significant
points defining the wind magnitude variation with altitude as a series of six straight

lines are found at the following altitudes:

28,000 13,500
23,000 6500
17,000 3000

0.
Significant points defining the wind azimuth variation with altitude as a series of
seven straight lines are found at the following altitudes:

28,000 9000
25,000 3000
22,500 0,
17,000
15,000
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WIND FIELD TABLE

30,000 1 1 1 WIN'D ALTITUDE AZ
37-Z 8 28,000-*163

11.2 .- 23,000 182

2~00 2: 22,0:0-170

11,2 17,000-170

t5,00 - 15,000-- 195

5000-

19-- 3000 ý70
0 oooo- -. o~- oo

0 10 320 0 40 90 ISO 270
WIND SPEED (knots) WIND AZIMUTH(DEG)

Figure 5. Typical Wind Information

Since four of these are the same altitudes defining the wind magnitude, a total

of eleven altitudes are sufficient to define the magnitude and azimuth variation as.
shown by the Table on Figure 5.

The use of straight line interpolations between entered wind magnitudes and

between entered azimuths for each intermediate altitude is based on the simplicity

of this type of operation and, in effect, the restructuring of the original averaged

wind profile described above. It does not pretend to reflect the best meteorological

technique for precise wind -lnalysis. However, if reasonable care and judgement is

used in selecting the input points defining the two parameters, the resulting output

cable position and conditions will be within the acceptable engineering standards

used throughout the program.

As described in Sections 4. 1, A and B, two adjacent input wind points should

never include azimuth angles that are exactly 180° apart. In order to avoid an

ambiguity as to which way a wind field is rotating between altitudes in such rare

cases, altitudes should be selected so that adjacent azimuth angles differ by less

than 1800.
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3. 2. 10 MAGNETIC PROGRAM AND DATA CARDS

A. Program Cards

Program No. 77. 007 and No. 77. 007P each require two HP No. 9162-0012

magnetic program cards utilizing four sides each program. As explained in their
operating instructions, several versions of each program might be desirable. For

example the following three sets of cards for each program have been found useful
in avoiding excessively long rolls of output data when it is not required:

(1) Print no intermediate altitude plus Print final surface data for
data from balloon to surface cable condition at the winch,

(2) Print only Z, H, 1, 0, and T plus Print final surface data for
values from balloon to surface cable condition at the winch,

(3) Print all intermediate data plus Print final surface data for
from balloon to surface cable condition at the winch.

Program No. 77. 007B also requires four-sides of two program cards. How-

ever, no printing of intermediate altitude data is provided (see Section 3.4. 1).

B. Data Cards

In order to conserve program steps, in the development of the programs, twenty-

six drag coefficient and density constants were stored on magnetic data cards. There-

fore, two HP No. 9162-0012 cards (three sides) are required to place the constants

in the registers chosen. As explained in the operating instructions, these cards are

loaded into the machine in the process of loading the program cards and the con-

stants will be retained through any number of problem solutions until the machine is

turned off. One set of data cards can be used interchangeably with Program No.

77. 007 or Program No. 77. 007P; Program No. 77. 007B receives the constants

through Program No. 77. 007.

The two-page listing of the data program, which follows hereunder, inserts the

constants into the proper storage registers and then provides a printout of all stor-

age register numbers and contents for review. Register numbers 000 through 074

and 101 through 108 should contain zeros. After reviewing the contents of register

numbers 075 through 100 for accuracy, the data cards can be recorded by the fol-

lowing key strokes:

END
FMT
X "

Alternately, if data cards are not used,the constants may be loaded into storage

directly by key punch each time the program is loaded. The following step numbers

should be changed as shown to prevent automatic Insert Card light and loading motor

turn-on.
No. 77. 007 No. 77.007P
Step Nos. Ste Nos.

Change contents to CNT: 0040, 1, and 2 0041, 2, and 3
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W! Entry of Constants into Storage Registers With Review of Entire Register
"Contents for Program Nos. 77. 007 and 77. 007P Data Cards (Sheet I of 2)

STEP KEY CODE .X y STEP KEY CODE V X Y

_ _ A• .-..... 5" ,

2ef2 20 _ _
,~~ 7"•'{'

4 * 4_

6 7 51/
6 7 - __

B / _ _ _- _

9 7

0 •A o0

4_ 40 _

6 0 1 6

2H 8

_ _ 2~ -W33 3

4 4/
6 6_ _

__cx __ _ ,ZZZ-- _

o _ 5_ 7___,60 0

2 4)

- 3 -

411 8 x

9 X 9 0

r___•-_ ____ ...... _

3 38

4 4 .
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Entry of Constants into Storage Registers With Review of Entire Register
Contents for Program Nos. 77. 007 and 77. 007P Data Cards (Sheet 2 of 2)

STEP KEY CODE X V 2 STEP KEY CODE A Y 2

2 3 -

6 0 63

8 8 ..
9 9 _.W

0 1-' 6, 0

2 ,A-ýI,, 2

4 24
3 0 _ __38 __

7 _ 7 ,.4J2

8 X _ 0 8 A00

9 _ _

0

4 0 44.

o5 ....... o T

6_ 6
8 _ __8

90 X 99...

_ _# _6 _(

33

7

I8

4 ,,4

6• . 5 6• 4
7.• . 7 €4 ,,,

'• '-'• • --- ...

8 " _ ,,8 • .. ..



3.3 Program No. 77.007

This, the basic version of the three-dimensional tether-cable program provides

only printed outputs. Therefore the MATH ROM and a PRINTER-ALPHA RO1\

only need be installed in the HP 9810A Calculator. If plots are desired, Program

No. 77. 007P should be used,

3. 3. 1 ACCESS TO PROGRAM NO. 77. 007B

As explained in Section 3.3. 2 and under Section 3.4, this program, 77. 007,

must be used as a first step in entering Program No.. 77. 007B. Once tied-in, these

two programs can be called back and forth for solution of many detailed problems.

3.3.2 RERUN OPTIONS

When a problem is solved and the cable end conditions printed, the program is

designed to offer the user a choice of methods with which to proceed to the next

problem. A message is printed:

OPT. ENT (OPTION, ENTER)
followed by a choice of four numbers and a STOP.

When a completely new problem requiring reentry of different altitudes, winds,

and cable parameters is next to be run, the number 0 is entered. The program will

clear all but the storage registers loaded from the data cards and cycle back to the

initial printing of the program number and title.

There are situations where a series of problems involve only changes in the

cable specifications, the element length, or the balloon total force and its angle.

For this situation, where the altitude's and the wind hield table remain unchanged

from one problem to another, the entry of the number 1 in the above STOP will save

these parameters unchanged from the previous problem. The program will clear

only summation registers and cycle back to the initial printing of the program num-
ber and title. The STOPS normally used for entry of altitudes and the wind field

will be by-passed although these saved parameters will be printed at their proper

locations.

The normal runs (printed RUN#l MAX ALT) provide a cable solution; (a) for the

balloon at a specific altitude subjected to the winds specified in the first group of

wind entries, and (b) for the cable subjected to a variety of wind conditions specified

at the lower altitudes down to the surface. One practical and sometimes limiting

problem is concerned with raising or lowering the balloon through the same

specified wind field. Rather than a reentry of all variables required at each of many

lower altitudes, a method is provided to simplify a series of runs at decreasing
altitudes.

If the number 2 is entered at the above STOP, the program will clear the sum-

mation registers and retain the surface altitude, cable specifications, and wind
field, and setup RUN#2 with the balloon at the second lower altitude In the wind
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?7.,007/

3,3.3 FLOW CHART'1

[.N ,.,,•,T•:!q"(x,°"n O0"•) =) .'rt•. J .(,x) (y)0 ~USER1 ENTRXEl~t PST & Store

PNTj vauqram No,77,007 &Titlu S, -*t0o

W (Y) WNo Y99

STO -0001 T.NO, 
In K> 0 - >0'1 i' To t No.

WIyou , 0040 NO

1001

"PNT 4 Store D ond K ir, ft

LPST I RUj #1 ýMTZT WXt of K-N.' K x(Wt/1000)/1000

SI~oro W
0 00 Front,Area of K-A-K x Diain~ft)

a Store NW"- Const. Store A

No ,~0060 0139 024IsYs- USER ENT•R•S, PNT& StoreI ~ (x Y) (Z)|
. _ 73 STOP 3-3-31 0 T ---

Run No.-1+r/3
IND 3NW+36+r-.iNoI 0 2 0

S- 70417X•092

YesNoUSER ENTRIES: PNT &Stor.a e No( ) ( ) ( )

XeON0STOPS 4-4-4 t Al WIND z
Store using NW (=l,first entry)4 IND 3NW + 36 for 0

PtNT:5'.ored Values XND 3NW + 37 for V,fpsIND 3NW+I38 forNAZ

I S V Wind..knots x 1.6878

0o 0345 Yes

LNtU NO. Va re Is ON1 - 0
IUSER ~ ~ ~ ~ UE ENNTRES, PN iN'& storex ()(z 41-

IT O-0-i-IT or CD 4S - 4t 03 A0

4 INW NW + 1

z SIV = Wndknos 1487
ito

No 035 e



77. 007

HW ) I MJ39_ _
l'N~iltorem1 Vzh.a it A4114

Wind Vit2d1 Oonvout PNT & Utcarm

ft/mwo to knot%

W•nd 1
AItrnuth 1K OO QA

""10403. No

~ 041'41Sa

[NW- I
IND 3NW+38+r -41+r a 05

Wind Velol ty c•MAimt~t Ol
Noto li thaue boxeeNW I*A.

o437 n' - n + I

t'..2o To KuTmh-. PLOTI IND ,n' +36 +r--a

--__ A57 \01 a 17>11n Yes
0440

I 1 . I p r o v - J l|- - -n •

IN D) 3n + 36 + r a..~ t
"'/55•'..•.'"ARW ",n - l+I

No /n04+1YO- " I 0 4 0 6 I...ND 31 + 37 + r -v. Vn
/ND 3n'+ 17 + r- Vl+1

"'A V w, V+- VIA

dV / d z w A VW/ ASd~~jd .a , .

ea '0465O No AV%. AX0o(dV/dS)
& -1'5 7V1'. Vn + AV0

Store V
0Convortito knots for PNT

K Reducer -10

K' - K/1O

W, - W/10

A' - A/10r
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VII N 1 a

'Ven~i 1%4 WA NtoQ4 * n g i

I' %'a 4"C eh ~IO quf Id
voo~

IN~ ~ ~ IWOOl>L 4 PNv 01 1.GQ t

-*-it 11111

l1($0 4a

INDI 3ni +1048-wCD)

IND) U o + 76 -4w, KA

co Cuu +KO~L0G I -LOG %t) 17.3

IflGb Il Baue)

1083

PHT1 q - NP rVNl 8 8
D T-C 0qA ot
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PHI I~ cal Atiout O At

t'NTI We1ijhT:1

PH1We' ioalOre -rvq y a Rufr. Ago

8"arc vin(HA/) INT: Y + North - Y

(Uuoii:To Polar for L 4 6)

? 6 5 ' 
No

Al - 90 6177937 
7srO

14877
No A 5Z,>360? yo esuagot OPTion ENTer

ONEW PROBlem

No~ AZB A:< 360 SAM A1A'1tudes
A51A3  & WINDS

Ys 1493 No No 171 Yes

- nt w. message:
AZB Z 6 2-LOW CYCLES

3-HOLD Cable
LENG'rH CHange
WINDS *HAVE

PNTi Azimuth TO BaLlooN-AZ3 B707 MAU D

c- actan (J/L)STPEtrO=,23rnrF
PNTi Balloon ELevation STOpendngeON on , n xag

AINGle -C 1793ig onmsqg

S.R.- L/ cose

PNTt Slant Range -S.R.
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VJ 0011

(Fm
i~ii

A~~~~ ~'' Uh %V LOPc'!QU

No__ No yea

0144r Hwlray torag*

F -- H1--*+ a +1" L•100

No YSGo To 1201~~
I a-29? -______________

0 -" 1867
y No

1 -ý00O61 Ye Is ON 2
ik... . 4 °°7

A€ r-

No Yes

NW-HMT, oTo causes
loading of Prog.#
77.007B Cards

F 1896

Clear Storage Registers
000 - 074

0 0---IND a
1-- +a

No 10 Yes
Iý1s ýa-75? 00
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fl- _ _t_

"Nor~id"1 of' Paogr~ln ciurdli

Cotntinuol invorting i1 idtoa 21, 3, auid 4 ot Pa'•oj•ram Carda
hinsert atido I of Uata Carda

.(lFollowin0 h1dillg is now printed)PROG # 77. 007
3-DIM. TIETHIER
TIEST

(x) (Y) (Z)
At STOP 0-0-0. Entern Test No/I. D.

Following printing of the test number or I. D., Side I
of the Data Card will load.
Continue inserting Sides 2 and 3 of Duta Cards
Note that loading of Program and Data Cards will only be
required one time until machine is turned off.
(Following is now printed)

RUN #I MAX ALT
At STOP I-1-1, Enter: 71 or CD *Z (ft, MSL) ZB (ft. MSL)

* Enter 71 to use built-in cylinder CD variation
or enter CD value which will be held constant

OTthroughout program run.

At STOP 2-2-2, Enter: 0 or K* Wt/1000 ft (lbs) Diam (in.)
(Element (Cable) (Cable)
Length)

ZB -zS
*Enter 0 to set K B .. or enter K in ftC100

At STOP 3-3-3, Enter: 0 (deg) F (Ib)
(Angle of F (Walloon Tot.to Horizon) Force)

WINDS (Printed)
At STOP 4-4-4, Enter: Azimuth of Wind (knots) ZB (ft MSL)

wind (deg)
This entry must be for conditions at balloon altitude.

At STOP 4-4-4, Enter: Azimuth Wind Z

Stop 4's will repeat until the last set of entries for the surface condition
at Z are inserted. A total of 12 sets of wind entries may be made
inclhding the balloon and surface conditions

-------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------
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'hl' abtovo tiotm of ontrtio will ho pt'ntud out In gi'oups whon CONT iW wtruck aftr

8topw 1, 2, 3, aind 4. Thie nt~trod o, tiomputod ialtia will bhe pi hnted Ilt thl UQUO
of K.

Tho progpram now beginae aomputtttion starting ait tits br~lloon atid works downward

one eloment at a time to tile au'f•€cu. Tile following twenty-throv p~raniotorl au'e

printed for the condition at the bottom and-point of each olement. NOTM T, avoid
the printout of any or all of the twenty.'three paraametore shown below, replace PNT

with CNT at the associated program stop numbers.

Stop No.

0488 Z Altitude, ft MSL
0480 J Vert. Distance, top to bottom of element, ft

0513 h Horiz. Distance. parallel to balloon axis, ft

0524 1 Horiz. Distance, perpendicular to balloon axis, ft

0532 J Total Vert. Distance, balloon to bottom of element, ft

0536 H Total Horiz. Dist., Elh, balloon to bottom of element, ft
0540/1 1 Total Horiz. Dist. , Ml, balloon to bottoii of elem~ent, ft

0545 rK Total Element (Cable) Length, ft

0555 EW Total Element (Cable) Weight, lb

0656 Wd Wind Velocity at bottom of element, knots

0755 A Z Wind Azimuth at bottom of element, deg

0757 r/A + 013 Azimuth of Vert. Plane Containing the Element, deg
0778 ei Wind Incidence Angle on the Element, deg

0902 R Reynolds Number
1084 CD Drag Coefficient

1098 q Dynamic Pressure, lb/ft2

1108 DT Total Element Drag, lb

1147 Dw Vertical Drag Component, lb

1159 DH Horiz. Drag Comp. in Vertical Plane of the element, lb

1173/4 DS Horiz. Drag Comp. to Vertical Plane of the element, lb
1201 0 1 Horiz. Rotation of Tension Vector at bottom end or

Horiz. Rotation of the next element's vertical plane,
deg.

1235 0 Pitch Angle Downward of Tension Vector at bottom end
1293 1 or Elevation angle of next element above the horizon,

lb

1248/9 T1  Tension at bottom end or at top end of next element, lb
1303/4
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77, OO'7

Gr'oupst if the valueh of the above 23 parameters will continue to be printed for
pointa down the cablo until one of the following conditions is encounteredt

(a)The cable veoheslo tile earth's surfaco at Z5 -the winch location,
(b) The tensioln becomes zero,

(M) Tile cable becomes horizontal.

(In (4), the computational techniques used do not yield a precise Z~ condition. The
final Z will be higher than ZS by an amount less than K sin 0 / 10, usually no more

than a few faut).

The final printout includes the abbreviated names and values of the following param-

eters. They describe the conditions at the winch if condition (a) is attained or at

the cable lower-end which is above the surface if conditions (b) or (c) are indicated.

(a) ON SURFACE or (b) TENSION, 0 or (c) CABLE HOR

A LT Z Altitude, ft

HT J Vertical Height, ft

TENSION T Cable Tension, lb

C. ELEV. ANG 0 Eluvation Angle of Cable above Horizon, deg

LENGTH EK Cable Length, ft

WT 'W Cable Weight, lb

V. DRAG EDw Total Vertical Drag Component, lb

H, I, L H Tot. Horiz. Distance along YB or YW axis, ft

I Tot. Horiz. Distance along XB or XW axis, ft

L Min. Direct Horizontal Dist. to Balloon, ft

AZ. TO BLN AZ Azimuth Angle to Balloon, deg

B EL. ANG E Elevation Angle to Balloon, deg
S. R SR Slant Range to Balloon, ft

CABLE AZ AZC Azimuth Angle of Cable (Out of Winch), deg
X +E X X Coordinate to Balloon, ft

Y +N Y Y Coordinate to Balloon, ft

At this point the initial problem entered is solved with printing completed. If this

was an initial run (RUN #1 MAX. ALT), the following is printed and STOP provided

to permit 3 optional ways to rerun the program.

OPT. ENT
0 - NEW PROB
1 - NEW-SAME ALTS /

WINDS
2 - LOW CYCLES
3 - HOLD C. LENGTH

CHG. WINDS* HAVE
77. 007B CARDS
READY

At STOP, Enter: 0, 1, 2, or 3 in (X)

FCONT1
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77. 007

If 0 is Entered: New Problem-Use for completely new problem. All but the

permanent storage registers containing density and drag coefficient constants will

be cleared, program returns to start with reprint of Number and Title.

If 1 is Entered: New Problem-but Same Altitudes and Winds-Use when only the

cable diameter, cable weight, element length, or balloon force and angle is to be

changed In next problem. Summary storage registers will be cleared and program

returns to start with reprint of Number and Title. Program proceeds on with only

STOPS 2 and 3 for associated entries. STOPS 1 and 4 are not activated but the

altitude and wind field data will be automatically printed at the proper locations

from storage registers loaded from the previous problem.
If 2 is Entered: Lower Altitudfn Cycles-Use when analysis is desired with the

balloon lowered to each of the altitudes specified in the wind field table. Summary

storage registers are cleared and the program returns to start with reprint of

Number and Title. Instead of RUN #1 MAX. ALT the following is printed:

RUN #

2

B.ALT/AZ
ZB

•B
Program then goes to STOP 3 for entry of balloon total force and angle at this new

altitude ZB which is the second altitude originally entered in the wind table. The

program will then make a complete solution to the surface (or to zero tension or

horizontal cable) for this new balloon altitude. However at the end of RUN #2, no

option is provided since the program cycles on to the third altitude point in the wind

field table, sets up RUN #3 and goes to STOP 3 again for entry of the two balloon

parameters at this new altitude. Thus a solution is provided for each altitude in

the wind field table except for ZS. When Z is detected, the program will terminate

to the OPT. ENT printout. In this case however, a choice of only 0 or 1 will be

offered. If 1 is chosen the program will recycle back to the initial maximum alti-

tude and properly retain the complete original wind table.

If 3 is Entered: Hold Cable Length and Change Winds-Use this to find balloon alti-

tude with the cable length determined in a MAX. ALT run held constant and the

system reaction to a different wind profile to be entered in Program No. 77. 007B.

After the 3 is entered, Side 1 of Program No. 77. 007B card should be inserted.

When CONT is pressed, the reading of the 4 card sides will then proceed. In this

case the instructions in Section 3.4. 4 should then be followed.
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77. 007

Note No. 1 If incorrect data is believed to have been entered do not press

STOP END to restart program. For correct and safe clearing

of registers press following:

After OPT ENT message is printed, enter 0, then:

CON-TI
Note No. 2 Proof of solutions can be made by summation of the vertical forces.

Summary of the horizontal forces is not possible because

summations along two fixed horizontal axes could not be handled

within the available space.

Therefore: FT sin 0 = TW sin 0W + EW + FDw

BALLOON

Z;W

Ow WINCIH
-itT

Tw

Note No. 3 An ambiguity situation is set up when a no-wind condition at all
altitudes is introduced, that is, 0 = 900 at ZB and wind entries

are all 0 knots. In such a case:

(a) The slant range becomes infinity instead of being equal to

the height or cable length and,

(b) The terms AZ B and AZC compute as 1800 opposite the

azimuths used in the wind-field entries. Since the cable

elevation angle at the winch is 900 for this condition, these

latter terms have no meaning-the balloon is directly over the

winch.
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3.3.5 INPUT DATA FORM

Test No.: Date: _ _ Notes:-

INPUT .............. _77. 007

STOP NO. ITEM VALUE

MAX. BALLOON ALTITUDE ZB Ft. MSL

1-1-1 SURFACE ALTITUDE ZS Ft. MSL

CABLE CD or it for Internal Comp.

CABLE DIAMETER D Inches

2-2-2 CABLE WEIGHT per 1000 ft Lb.

CABLE ELEMENT LENGTH, KORO Ft.
for K= (ZB - ZS)/100

BALLOON TOTAL FORCE FT Lb.

ANGLE OF TOTAL FORCE 0 Deg.

4-4-4 WIND PROFILE

For Stop 3 For Stop 3
Opt. Lower Opt. Lower
Alt. Cycles Alt. Cycles

1. ZB Ft. MSL 7. Z Ft. MSL FT Lb.

Wind Knots Wind Knots 0 Deg.

AZ Deg. AZ Deg.

2. Z Ft. MSL F Lb. 8. Z Ft. MSL FT Lb.
Wind Knots ( Deg. Wind Knots 0 Deg.

AZ Deg. AZ Deg.

3. Z Ft. MSL FT Lb. 9. Z Ft. MSL FT Lb.

Wind Kiots 0 Deg. Wind Knots Z Deg.
AZ Deg. AZ Deg.

4. Z Ft. MSL FT Lb. 10. Z Ft. MSL FT Lb.

Wind Knots 0 Deg. Wind Knots 0 Deg.

AZ Deg AZ Deg.

5. Z Ft. MSL FT Lb. 11. Z Ft. MSL FT Lb.

Wind Knots 0 Deg. Wind Knots 0 Deg.

AZ Deg. AZ Deg.

6. Z Ft. MSL FT Lb. 12. Z Ft. MSL

Wind Knots 0 Deg. Wind Knots

AZ Deg. AZ Deg.

A minimum of two wind points must be specified. Conditions at ZB must be the

first point. Conditions at ZS must be the last point. A maximum of twelve wind

points may be specified.
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3.3.6 PROGRAM NO. 77.007 LISTING

SILP KEY CODE X. . sjrv KEY CODE X

- O03 _

40 0

7J 70 = A-

l1 8 7 ....

3j 7

3+ll T _ _ . ... 4 _ _ _ _ l

4TF 4+ 3l 0

7 -. 7 .
9 M .. I.....9 0• R a

0 .90 (.. .k

*1 2

3. ... A .-

F6 4, 6Ix

_ __i _ _ . . . _ _ _ _

7c• C-K7+Rj/o
+hF•Lt-J r RcA6 N+1 ! •
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i!• YV1. 0071

1IT

E )• •c7 " 1_ _.• )

B0

I N - -----

5 NO
C . . . .. AP¢ T " -P " .

S. . .. . . -• ' -.. . ... . .

" ,& D C, 4( ..ao _ _O •__• _ _ _

~) o 7.;; • .. . _

1 1

---- -:_7
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77. 007

4 4-

52 5
6--

7 70

2/4 2Pj-
3 3W

2 <2 .0 t
31 _ 3 X~y _ _

N-7 7 J,

3 03 ___
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77.007

73 -- 0 -7 o

7 7

33 3 INAL)

3W 7

___ ___ 0370 X()

3 PA/r __

'I+ 7 +

2 X -)P

__ A/ I

z 3_ _ _ _
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77. 007

s I IP Kt. Cnf. . V STEP KEY CODE A z

2 L 2KLQ - -

2 2

1 + _I -- . .. ....

3 X..' 3 1,? ,, /1 , r

64 +~n 4+

54

! ~6 6. .÷ "P

>! /8 a i . ,, "_-

____._ _ _ _ o "

63 _3__"

4_ A0 40

,-4:.! / . -O J __-_

"":;6 4, 1~ , vm -t v zw 6 + ,, "
I7 =_1

8 V3' AV &Z. I

1 ~ ~ -.4__0 _I4_

o3 3 -0-

4 4

i.i6 .6 t ..

0 o0

II

4.4

o X A ... .. 9,,,>Y
o RTT; 0 <7

"'4 1 -o 1 4 -C • -

77
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77. 007

STEP KSY CODE -v y i. STEP KEY CODE x y 2

107do~ (oTZZo' 42I

140 -1 £1.2 -1 2 ;X
3 C- To'3 7 je-•, A27
4 0 4 0n1 A ,5 5 PMT AA

A. 7 P7 ,
I.~ !70 a' ... 8 - c

{9 . 9 0 1 0 04&

0 0 6o2~A0 36< Y

-ii~ i0 7 / 2 X ¢ ' 2 7. ..

4 3 77±

4 "Aj .••bjL 'kAAA• 4 0'

:•.•~~ A r"'•, 5 (7.o' ....

66X/ _

7 3 7 _

9 XK,•~ 9 4,

0_ 0~ 0-7-70_3

i~3 ooeo-'

4 ,1 0 7 7 ' -4 ,o,,

7 x<Y 7 04 4 •
8 r 8 -p 'N T X.. . ..V,', ,": 9 7' 9 Cos X Cos ,of-

F_�IZo X• Zos

_ __Z . .... -'. ' ÷ _ . _ _

3 7< 3 A: 49t'

4 0 4 Co 4 js e

6 66

I7

o Y - Yt# --
9o • ... 60 A•÷ "

38 1 .



77. 007

S57-P KEY CODE X v SZIS P Ký-Y COUI -V

2 
0;- 2 - - •--

4 6" __ _ _ 0 54 _-:0-

6 ,, •.6 3 .._

8 B -8 7

o 0 0 -;
_-Z- 21 -4T

2 X > Y . . . .2 -7 ... . . .

3 o3 6 P- .;•

0 

r_ _ _

2__2 
2 

..... ...

53 

5", ,3

7 7 X_ _

____'_ __ 9 0

2 2 -

_ _• .. _ 3 2. _ ... .....

4 ,,_,. 4 .

6 7
- - _ _ _ _ __ _- - -- .

o I _ _ -_ _

0

26
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77. 007

Srup KEY CODE A Z STEP KEY CODE ',~~~ Po• o ÷Roj< ..

2 PNT R 2 9. .
3 ,,3 , ,

;L 17reCi R a __ - -o

87r I r 4r R 8o
9 X=Y 9
0 _ _ _ _ _0

2 /2 0 ,,,

3 _3 0 _

O'?f 9 .. . . .. :ll i: ,.a 6 - I
S___ /

"6 0 2:0
8 --- 7 8~ 6- _ -

0 7r 0

• .... '-". L'....1 /o_,• ____,' "-° o _ '~ ~
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STEP KEY CODE x z STEP KEY 
1
CUDF X 1.

/060 1 o_7
'. - - - -1 , - . .. . ..

66 x7< 7 ,j:••:• ' l) _
•.l 7 X•,,• _•7 1 NW,,/,!)

9 ,9 TA,

4 _ 4+ _

. # A5 7A n AIo i8~ _"_....... a _" LoC, ' I!" • 1

•X _< Y. ... ,_. _.. .2 2

4 " . . .'.. . 4 > (( ,

- ____.2� D• ,_..P _

oA0 2 2 . . .
8 /. -• 8, -j - - -_cL -__

aI-7 -- ... ......_ n jg.j __ •_.___ C____ ___- / • 3 J .46i 4~PNr ~ -

"3L. I .-
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STEP KEY CODE X 11 STEP KEY ICOGE .A "

2 40 A 2_ 2

XW/105 ,X,.. -.• "__ I 3..

!i9 •':--9 PI~r - D
a. _ _ _ _ _ __. o __- _ ..... _ __

2j4 0 2oa 7 .•. .

41 4
•i.I/t 6 x y 5 J "D'T ' €•

6 6 + <D•c&

"_a 8 _

o0 0 _ I _ _

_ 1 1 1, .

SR P •r 0 __ --;'

•0 * - -, - :: -

52 . 2 N ...

44

-- 1> I T'46 1

x

,~~~ Qf 84 1) .f... D ..

o I • _______.t ..

- 0_ .... OA 04 -

3X-Y P#4. ..

El2L ___ - __

44N

5 , C 'r

S60765

7 IIr
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STEP KEY CODE x Y IP KY CD

42.- .... 3 '" +a
-' 6 _

7 7 X;27
8 ,8.e ,
98 92,

2 X 2 0 0

4 / - _ i _4 I7 -

7 , 6 _

_ 90

38

3 __2W 4 " 0 - -

_ 57

47z 7

I. a

AN4

AV 71 I 7 1..

8.;e • .. • _,,_. 8

6 66

?,'9 A^ k' a'(: ><.)rs A0 , I7 0

J X ,",vr . ..• o .',

7-

*P7- '
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STEP ý,EY CODE V Z SIEP KEY CODE XI 3o o~ -... ....

3 P/JT 3 .
4PJT 4 3.

130u X() 5.
6 . "7"7 6 0
8 60 7_ _

0 /< ... . ..._ _ 0 .. . .... .!~ -X-4-., 90..

2 3 2_ _. ...

31 3d
•ii ~4 ' =MvT I4 •..

5• PI = T .. .5 F l

r6 " 6,A I
-~ - - 6~I _0]7 1 ... 7 5

3 s 3 /..

0 0 0 7"
4 0 -hT.. .. -/T ... .

5 X<Y 5. _ _

6 0 63

7= 7 " P/-7I•

9 7 ,-'. 9 PIMT-
o0 0 ,•1

2 C - - 2-
3 A 3 5' .
4 4 '

1 9 0 ,,1 347
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4 4 -

6 A - 6 - -

7,
B7 _8

0' A_ 0_oM

2A 2= 14

3

- ~ 7- ;2_

8 _ __r 81 POr

4 -

I Z 7

2 2

3_- 3 -

4 4 3-
5= ~

6 w
7Ji 7__

8- 13 _a
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2 PNT_ _

-EKE

is"O 3 _ 9 13

_I4ý __ ~

7,

79 7

-ti_

9 _ _ _ 1_
0 _ _ 9 %

sXI
7- X-*

1632~

65 3 1 -- b_ - -

7 L WW 7__

8~(~ 8AL ~ _ O _ _ __

-A ---v j 0_
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77.007

,1Lp V.L CODE . 1 E .' KEY CODE
.60.0 - - -,,-

2 E . . 2 F MT _
3 Atr 3 P N T " ... .

4 4

7 PNi A .. 7 _ A,

93 3, I

.. __o 
- z=I07..

4 I i_ ii

8Z 8 *

IZ v~ --s AL Fa_ -o

4-

05 o N

6 s m F.- -:: $, ¢ 3
7 'SIN 7

_ _ _
0 __ o_ ____ I _

24 A-

9 CN _

44E
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2. 'I

2 - 2A_
3 X -4- , - 3 -

44

66 T

p 1

8

- 2V

77 1

30~~ 3 LAi

~±z ~ 2 6CA _

I_?D__ _

4,- _4

A_ A

~K~I I
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77,007
Storageo Rogiatora

STORAGE

000 040 V 080 g

001 Ez 041 A 081 CA
002 042 2, 082
003 .043 8o3 R

004 044 0 084 I
005 , .045 S-4 085 Kk

006 K 046 ;086 1

U07 047 AL 087 4• I

008 048 0 088 j Io09 ..• __ _049 08_ o9 RAl
010 '6050 A~ Z-409

oil 051 zo 091 -
0 12 052 092

013- o53 0 Zo93 CR a
014 ______ 054 094 1Kg,
0,15 Oa. 055 095

016' 5 0666CPA
017 067 097 ýA) -

018 X) 058 - 098
019 __ 

LL_099 
____05 

9C
"o•_.0-• _ 060 •ie.. 100 /•

021 061 101

022 tn 062 A6 a 0

023 .063 9-' Z 103

024~ 064 V - 104
025 065 Oy 105
026 V066 - ~ 106
027 067 V16107
O0e 068 o 108 ____,_

029 C$S 069
030 070 _ ... ._
031 071
032 )0072 ~2
033 073 V12-
034 074 Ae ta

035 " 075 a, ..-036 076 -z

037 -077 4P

.08078 C
0=39 079 A
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77. 007

3.3.7 SAMPLE INPUT/OUT PRINT

The following are copies of the HP printed tape for Test No. 3 in Section 4.

A. No Intermediate

Altitude Print

OH SURFACE

ALT
4019.508

PROG#77.007 NT
3-1 "1. TETHER 9980.492
TEST TElN SI ON

:3.888* 2951.693
RUN#1 HAX.ALT C.ELEV.ANG

14000.008 78.986
4000. 000 LENGTH

3 142 10080.000
0.280 WOT

25.000 252.000
200.00i V", DRAG

:3200 000 38.498
85 000 HIL

W I NBiS 1005.997
14000. 000 821.072

25. 000 1298.533
180.000 RZ.TO BLN

39.221
1:3000.000 B.EL.ANG

25.000 82.587
225. 000 S.•R

10064.611
11000.888 CA BLE AZ

35.008 53.198
270.800 +E

821.8721"80 0. 000 Y + N

48.Y88 1005.997
:300. 000 OPT. ENT

0- NEW I..I ROB
'500.1000 1-NEW -SAME ALTS30. 000 b.,' I Hr DS

270. 000 2-LOW CYCLES
3-HOLD C.LENGTH4000. 000

15.000 888HGG.WINDS*HAVE
210.000 77.007B CARDS

READY
2.000*
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77. 007

RUN# RUN# RUN#
2. Ou.•_; 3.000e 5. 000

B.ALTAZ B.ALT.AZ B.ALT."AZ
13000. 000 1 1000, 000 8500, 000

225.000 270.000 270.000

3200. 000 3200.000 3200. 000
85.000 85.000 85.000

ON SURFACE ON LURFACE ON SURFACEALT ALT AILT
4011.806 4015.719 4010.652

HT HT HT
8988. 194 6984. 281 4489.,34,8

TENS ION TENS ION TENS ION
2976.535 3026.34.8 3087. 994

C. ELEV, ANG C. ELEV. ANG C. ELEV.ANG
77.003 78.375 82.274

LENGTH LENGTH LENGTH
9120. 000 7080.0000 4520. 000

UT WT WT
228.000 177.000 113.000

V. DRAG V. DRAG ','. DRAG
59. :•D, 46. 55:3. 14.858

H,I,L HIL HIL
1370.465 1130.48:3: 519.743

538. 27 75. 84.: -36.915
1472.550 11:33.025 521.052

AZ.TO BLN RZ.TO BLN AZ.TO BLN
66.460 93.838 85.937

B.EL.ANG B.EL..NG B.EL.RNG
80.696 80.785 83,380

S.R :'.R S.R
9108.020 7075.587 4519 .485

CABLE AZ CABLE AZ CABLE AZ
70.065 :89.:-::-9 :1.568

X +E X +E X +E
1350. 003 I130,48. 519.743Y +N ", +N Y + N
588.128 -75.8:E43 36.915

OPT. ENT
K-NEW PRF'.0B

I-NEW -SAME ALTS
76W I NDS



77. 007
B. Full Print of

All Intermediate
Altitude Data

13501. 903 - Z, Altitude, Bottom First
498.097 - j Element43.578 - h0.000 - i

498.097 - j
43.578 -
0.000 -

500.000 - EK, Cable Length
12.500 - ,W, Cable Weight
25.000 - Wind, knots

202.414 - Azimuth of Wind
PROG#77.007 180.000 - ZA + OB
3-DIM,.TETHER 22.414 - a
TEST 4468. 246 - R, Reynolds Number

3.000* 0.980 - CD
RUN#1 MAX.ALT 1.393 - q, Dynamic Pressure14000000 1-q22 - D T' Total Element Drag

4000.000 1.283 - DWS Vert. Drag Component
14000.0001.92- TtlEentDa14.671 - DH0.280 6.051 S

25.000
500.000 1.181 -3200.000 84.7159
85.000 3187.593 T1

"WINDS414000.00 13004.029 - Start of next element140.000 497.874 printout
25.000 46.049

U ~~180.0000.4 0.949
995.971

13000.000
25.Poo 89.627

225.:00 0.949
11000. f1000.000

0.0000.000

270.000 24.819224.819
181.181

10000.000 43. 638
40.000 4532.719

300.000 0.982
1.4188500.000 1ý.256

30.000 1.084
270.000 11,738

11 . 193
4000.000

15.000 2.099
210.000 84.47?

3175. 195
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77. 007

4095.816
491. 216
54.894
75.456

9904. 184
976.577
806.570

ON SURFACE
10000.000 ALT

250.000 4046. 725
15.319 HT

211.,278 9953. 275
233.964 TENSION
337.313 2954.018

3432.494 C.ELEV.ANG
0.980 79.040
0.685 LENGTH
7.835 10050.000
1.349 WT
7.121 251,250

-2.977 Y.2DRAG

36.435-0.3:"4 H, I,L
79. 058

2955.245 982.2012145 CABL 814.215
1275.799

4046.725 uoZ.TO BLN49 .091 39 .658
5. 624 BEL21
72 645 B

9953.275 8.9

98233 2 9220814.21510034.707

076 2-LOUCCYBLE EZ
10050.000 53.630

251.250 X +E

15.156 814. 215210.62:3 " +14
233.660 982.201
3 36 .9 6:*-, OPTENT

3398.281 0-NEW PROB
0.980 1-NEW -SAME ALTS
0.671 ,'W INDS
0,767 2-LOW CYCLES
0.134 3-HOLD C.LENGTH
0.695 CHG.WINDS*HAVE

-0.296 77.0078 CARDS

-0.030 READY
79.040

2954. 018
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77. 007

In the printouts above, Case A shows the input data for a balloon at 14, 000 ft,

left side of first page, followed immediately with the surface or winch data on the

right side of the page. At the end, an Option 2 or lower altitude cycle rerun mode

was selected from 4 choices provided. On the next page, Runs 2, 3, and 5 are

shown. Run 4 is .,,ot shown. Run 2, for example, indicates the balloon is at

13,000 ft with a wind azimuth of 2250. The same values of FT and 0as in Run 1

were entered - an approximation since FT and 0 change with altitude and wind

speed. Computations then commence leading directly to the printing of the surface

or winch conditions. Since an altitude of 8500 ft is the last altitude above the sur-

face in the wind field table (Run 1), the Run 5 for this altitude is the last of the

possible rerun cycles. The program then terminates with a shorter option rerun

message, 0 or 1.

On the next page, Case B, the saine balloon problem is used in the basic form

of the program where all parameters are printed at intermediate altitudes between

the balloon and the surface. The altitudes are determined by the location of the

bottom-end-point of each cable element and are therefore a function of the element

length selected and the elevation angle of each element. On the right side of the

page, the parameters for an altitude of 13, 501. 903 ft, the bottom of the first ele-

ment, are shown followed by 13, 004. 029 ft, the second element. On the next page,

the last two intermediate altitudes are shown followed by the final surface or winch

printout.

It may be noted that while the same balloon, cable, altitudes, and winds were

specified in the two cases, the element length, K, was 200 ft in Case A and 500 ft

in Case B. As a result, the intercept surface altitudes differ by about 27 ft for

these two specific cases. Because of this and the different averaging over the whole

altitude range, the other surface parameters also differ by small amounts as will

be discussed in Section 4. 1.
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3.4 Program No. 77.007B

This program, unlike 77. 007 and 77. 007P, solves a case where the cable length

is known and held fixed, while various wind fields are introduced and the balloon

permitted to rise or fall to a different equilibrium altitude.

3.4.1 SPECIAL NOTES FOR OPERATION
As indicated in Table 2, this program is entered only after a solution Is found

using 77. 007 for a fixed balloon altitude, cable, and wind profile. Entry of cards

for 77. 007B is called automatically whenever OPT. ENT-3 is selected at the end of

a problem solution in 77. 007 (see Section 3.3. 2).

With Program 77. 007B entered, the storage registers containing the needed

parameters from the Program 77. 007 solution are left intact. The mathematics

and procedures are only slight variations of those used in Programs 77. 007 and

77. 007 P.

A complete solution to the surface is made which yields a cable length. An

incremental altitude (AZ = 200 ft is built-in but may be changed in STEPS 0044,

0045, 0046, and 0047) increase is then made followed by the solution to a second

cable length. These cable lengths are compared to determine if theyare progressing

in the proper "direction" towards the original cable length. Continued altitude in-
crements, either up or down, are made until the cable length solution nearly equals

the original value. A vernier solution with AZ = 20 ft similar to the K! 0 procedures
is then made for more precise conditions. This logic had to be used since unlike a

two-dimensional wind field, an increase in wind magnitude for example, does not
always result in a lower balloon. Wind azimuth changes with higher wind velocities

on the cable could produce a higher balloon condition.

The balloon total force, FT and its angle, 0, are needed as inputs into this
program. However, the balloon altitude and the wind at that altitude are unknown

until a solution is found. Therefore, an estimate of FT and 0 must be made for the,

as yet, unknown balloon altitude. Some repeat runs may be found necessary before

the balloon altitude, the wind at that altitude, and the FT and 0 values are all com-

patible. As experience is gained with one particular balloon and cable, these esti-

mations will become more exact. Repeated runs with Programs Nos. 76.003 or

76. 005 for a particular balloon at various altitudes and wind magnitudes can be used

to produce a chart of FT and 0 for any particular balloon as an aid in their selection.

Safe balloon operation would dictate that in the original solution under Program

77. 007 either; (a) that the altitude selected be the highest allowable--envelope full,

balloonet empty-and that any wind changes permissable hereunder, would only lower

the balloon, or (b) that the proper ballonet-fullness effects be included in the

original FT and 9 used with the problem in 77. 007.
The wind profile is entered in the same manner as in Programs 77. 007 or

77. 007P except for one additional requirement. Because of the logic used, one
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77. 007B
positive increment always moves the balloon up in altitude from its original value

regardless of whether the eventual solution shows the balloon higher or lower.

Therefore, the first wind entry must be for an altitude higher than the original

balloon altitude by; (a) an amount sufficient to encompass any probable final balloon

altitude, or (b) by at least 200 ft if it is expected that the final balloon altitude will

be lower than the original value.

No prints of cable parameters at intermediate altitudes between the balloon and

surface are provided for two reasons. Simple print commands would produce ex-

cessively printed tape since many interim solutions from balloon to surface can be

made before the correct solution is found. Logic allowing printing of only the final

solution's intermediate altitude cable parameters requires excessive program steps.

The balloon altitude and cable length (or cable hor. or tension 0 if no solution to the

surface is possible) are printed for each altitude being tried as a monitoring aid.

When the correct altitude is found, the balloon and surface (winch) conditions are

printed. If the cable space position, shape, and other parameters are needed, the

resulting balloon altitude and other input data can be used in Program No. 77. 007

for print only or in Program No. 77. 007P for print and/or plot.

Since incorrect high balloon altitudes are tried in certain cases in the search

before the correct altitude is found, the chances of finding either zero cable tension

or horizontal cable conditions above the ground are much greater in operating this

program. To prevent this condition from improperly stopping the program, special

treatment had to be evolved. When one o? these conditions Is reached for the first

or second (higher) balloon altitude run, the balloon altitude is dropped by 10 percent

of its original height above ground and the first and higher second balloon altitude

calculations are made again from this point. If either of these runs yield the cable

tension 7ero or horizontal above ground message, another 10 percent drop is made.

In this way the proper solution is approached by either at least three rising balloon

altitude increments or any number of decreasing balloon altitudes. If no final solu-

tion occurs in this procedure before the tension 7ero or cable hori7ontal condition

is signaled on a third or higher altitude loop, it can be properly concluded that no

solution exists and such final message is given on the tape. Also if the large 10

percent decrements in balloon height finally place the balloon at the surface, the

no-solution message is given.

3.4.2 RERUN OPTIONS

At the conclusion of the printout of the final solution of balloon altitude, wind

magnitude and direction and all of the same surface parameters that are obtained

with Programs 77. 007 and 77. 007P, a choice of two rerun options is provided, The

option numbers 0 and 3 have the same nature of meaning as those in the basic pro-

gram, 77. 007.
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77. 007B

Option 0 calls for a completely new problem which must be solved in 77. 007.

Hence, if this option is chosen the program cards for 77. 007 must be available for

the automatic read-in built into this program.

Option 3 calls for the cable length still to be held fixed and new winds to be

introduced. Use of this option then causes a return to the start of 77. 007B for re-

entry of FT' 0, and winds.
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77. 007B

3.4.3 FLOW CILART

9
PN1Prograix No.77. 18 Title .0206sn -

(x) (y) Ws) j Z, .8 j or prev-j
YSTO P 0 ,Bn t iT ,No , -- I. ....
PNTi Test No.
Store AS - 200 ft.
PN'OkU•,0,a-. CONDitions Y•e Z 1 No

PNT Values of lz

Sor Cn --

Wt./1000/ft 031 YesWt/OO£K No 031 Yes f.,

Cable L,0 EK n---• K RE1D10 077PHTt NSTimated va ues oi
It A ANGLE 0 for NEWL

(x) Cy) (2) K REDucer -10STOP 3-3-3,gnt K' - X/10
PNT Store i FT 4 0 Wt =W/10

-A/lO
P.NlZi NEW WXND

] 0332

[storeS(X) (y) (2)StrSTOPS 4-4-4,EntI At WIND 2 ZB

Store uming NW (W1,first entry 1-*. +J

IND 3NW + 36 for 2 h-I K cos 0 cos E$ +HIND 3NW + 37 for V,fps
IND 3NW + 38 for AS iI -K cos 0 sin Ea +1

Swi iknots x 7K - +EK
233W +W

23 N Go To SUB/R 1534
B From SUB/R, V1 #Store

No Z 0 yes
0246 -0574 ,-.

NT% TRIAL ALTITUDES

NW- INW~ 1B [GoTo SUB/R 1620
1N 8 £5 rom SUB/RAZI, Store

Go To SUB/R 1534
From SUIB/R,Wind at ZStoro at AZ1-(Eo+ OB)

Go To 8UB/H 1620 9sb t -trial value
From SUB/R,AB at 2B 1 St:)re

_
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77. 007B

'i 
I 0R-l

No Yes Store "W-TcoO a cos e
8 at< 0 7  T

Store CO D cos oO

NTtDs-DTin 0 CO s

.0420 01- arc tanS~~~T cos +DI
Store a P -+l
Store Cos * - - c oos2  

0 Go To LABEL ,Loop Corr.
Store VN V1 coo 8

1. 3650 05

-".95520" -1 ".205"5 S FT sinS -W
6,84164-I arc tan- - W cos

F T coo 0 + D H

S0499
Store v FT Cos 0 + OH

° /p from Store T o o

in p/p0o " Z + alz
2  0

For Dragtp ,slug3/ft
3 -. 002378 0/Po Go to SUB/R 1687

For R lP ,lbs/ft
3 

- 32.2 p(oiug/ft rmSBR E+O tr

iR = PVN/v . ... 0719

01=90, DT -0

Yes 0551 No T T - W

SUB/R s
1712 I

>-From SUB/fl s: 073 T

p v

TCD q A

½0574

Yes 58
- Is 8<90? NoPNrzal

No 590 Yes Go To 187:
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'77. 0071H

No 77 Yo ys No
Is C 00 8 7 Y

ýO 470944 IS837

086

,/0 7 92 A~Z- AL/lO
yes ~ K?, No st9009

C, C + 1
PNTi Cable Langth,EK

Store ZBO in 003,005

NO ,-0001 ye GoTo SUB/B 1440
-,ýIsT.>EK ? From SUU/R,Clrd Svm Itog.

p 0838 IReset )K,KI( id

I GO To 0250- - - -- 0

0944
MensagetON SURFeco with

0807 &PPROXimreatly SAK4E
No IsK Yes LENGTH OF CABLE OUT

< B K -' 0  0944 
PNTi BaLloon ALTitudo z

PNT, Balloon WIND Wind
PNTt Balloon wind AZimuth a AZ

PNTi Surface ALTitude z

No 0812 Yes PNTt HeighT J
0847 IsFK <EK0 ? -PNTi 'rsNSion Ale T

PNTi Cable ELevation Nl
PNTt cable LENGTH)x
PNTt cable WeighT r
PNTi total Vertical Drag D

& PNTt H,I.L H

No 084 Yes - jL -' H
2 -, L

- F IK EKo>? 0944 6 -arc sin H/L

(UsodITo Polar for L. 6)

Ah 0 % 90 - 6

0829 GoTo SUB/R 1687
No yes From SUB/R, Ori~ented AZ B
084 0 PNTi AZimuth to BaLloon AZ

-arc tan J/1.
PNTi Balloon ELevation ANGle r

063ej S.R,-L/ cosc

FChg Sign AZI PNTa Slant Range S.R
AZC -):B 0-8

Garo SUb/R 1687
0847 From SUB/B, oriented AZ~

IK- 1KPNTI CABLE AZimuth AZ

Y'ea ."2;30 Ho0
IAZ0  90~

"efr-90 -,Refrn450
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A y 1. y Ono, IN

PN aI X * NW

YHI * North V""

Q)1270 Na ,

RAWK 77,007 CAINN

efloap~ WINI)R
W~ (Y) No '17 vea

STOP 14 Kt I ONWO of3 .. .

1£ON- .0l
-t "(,4 > I0 A *A 10

From sulki", UW1AT supi Rogat.orp
Ilomet K Rducoer LARNNI 401 .oop QQotio

Miore r 0
Store C 0 e
Store Nw 1_

No 1To 0001uj

-074 D~110 K"
0 -*'!N a

01 -1 1+210

Clear Reiol 100 ND 3n, 36 -'w c~

-I N - a N ',I aA

No 7.Z4a3 yes, IND 3n + 36 11
18 a 109 1 AlW -a - z~

IIND) u 4 3i7 Vn
IN3W + n' 37 -4 ~tv'

PMT. CQOjO Card Read 11+ V
Program No. dV/4U - AV/~ As w

JAo77,007 in0 .1 1

1 9 1A V , - A : 0 ( d V / d )

V, - V+AV

Re turn
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77. 007B

3.4.4 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Four sides of the two Program No. 77. 007B cards will have been loaded after

OPT ENT 3 was specified according to Program No. 77. 007 instructions -Section

3.3.4.

KEY STROKES ENTRIES PRINTING

[] [E31 ° ---. (No. of decimal places desired)

SNTPROG#77. 007B

CONST. CABLE
LENGTH
TEST #

(X) (Y) (Z)

STOP 0, Enter: Test No. - ..

T. No.

ORIG. COND

ZB

ZS

7r or CD
D

Wt/ 1000

K

(Cable Length) MK°
EST. NEW FT/ANGLE

STOP 3, Enter: 0 FT

(Angle of (Balloon
FT to Tot.
Horizon, Force to
deg) Horizon,

Ibs)

FT

0

NEW WINDS

STOP 4, Enter: AZ WIND Z

(Azimuth (Wind, (Altitude,
of Wind, knots) ft MSL)
deg)

z

WIND

AZ
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77. 007B

See Sections 3.4. 1 and 3. 4. 5 for notes on first or highest altitude entry. Stop 4's
will repeat until last set of entries of ZS are inserted. A total of 12 sets of entries
may be made. After ZS entry and CONT:

TRIAL ALT

ZB
7,K

If no cable-horizontal or tension-zero conditions ZI
are encountered, the progression of trial altitudes ZK,
and their respective computed cable lengths are
printed as shown: z"

EK"

When a condition is met where the computed cable length equals the original length,
the following printout is made including the abbreviated names and values of the
parameters shown.

ON SURF. W. APPROX
SAME LENGTH OF
CABLE OUT

BLN. ALT Z Balloon Altitude, ft MSL
B

B. WIND Wind Balloon Wind, knots

B. AZ P3B=AZ Balloon Wind Azimuth, Deg. (Also Balloon
Pointing A~imuth)

S. ALT Z Ending Surface Altitude, ft MSL

HT J Vertical Height, ft

TENS T Cable Tension (Winch), lbs

C. EL. ANG 0 Cable Elevation Angle (Winch), lbs

LENGTH ZK Cable Length, ft

WT EW Cable Weight, lbs

V. D E D Total Vertical Drag Comp., lbs
w

H, 1, L H Total H. Distances on Y or Y axis, ft
B W

I Total H. Distance on X Bor X Waxis, ft
L Min. Direct H. Dist. to balloon

AZ TO BLN AZ Azimuth Angle to Balloon, deg
B

B. EL. ANG E Elevation Angle to Balloon, deg

S. R SR Slant Range to Balloon, ft

CABLE AZ AZC Azimuth Angle of Cable (out of winch), deg

X 4 E X X Coordinate to Balloon, ft

Y + N Y Y Coordinate to Balloon, ft
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77. 007B

ZB ZB
C. HOR TENS 0

If cable-horizontal or tension-zero
conditions are encountered, one of Z* Z*
the two types of printouts shown C. HOR TENS 0
will occur in the succession of
trial altitudes before the final Tens 0
solution is found and printed.

Z*"t Z•'fl

,K"r EK"
Z*1'" 7*1"1
j;K'" JK'"

---------------------------- -------------------------------
At this point the problem is solved. Two optional ways of continuing are now
provided by the following Message and STOP.

OPT END

0-NEW PROB-HAVE
77. 007 CARDS
READY

3-HOLD C. LENGTH
CHG. WINDS

STOP, Enter: 0 or 3 in (X)

If 0 is Entered - New Problem-Use this for a completely new problem requiring

use of Program No. 77. 007. Insert side I of 77. 007 Program card before pressing

the CONT. Continue feeding additional 3 sides of cards and follow instructions in

Section 3. 3.4. The permanent storage registers containing density and drag coef-

ficient constants will be retained so that no read-in of the data cards will be re-

quired-same retention in either direction between the two programs.
If 3 is Entered - Hold Cable Length, Change Winds-In thi3 case, the original cable

length will be retained, the summary registers wfll be cleared, and a retarn to the

start of 77. 007B will be niade. The first trial balloon altitude will then be the final

balloon altitude solved in the previous problem.

Note No. 1: In order to speed up the process where the final balloon altitude will

be significantly different from tie starting balloon altitude, an altitude
"ttguess" value may be inserted into Register 003 at the Test Number

STOP for an original problem run or at the OPT ENT STOP for other

runs.

Note No. 2: If incorrect data is believed to have been entered do not press STOP

END to restart program. For correct and safe clearing of registers,

press the following:
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17. 007B

ST O- 1

After OPT ENT m--ssage is printed, enter ,then:

=CONT

3.4, 5 INPUT DATA FORM

Test No. _____Date: Notes: ____________

ORIGINAL VALUES
1. Balloon Altitude -ft MSL 4.* F,- lbs

2. Wind -at Balloon -knots 5. 0 deg

3. Azimuth of W. at Balloon degree 6. Cable Length =ft

ESTIMATES #1 #2 #3 #4 #5

7. New Balloon Altitude ZB

8. New Wind at Balloon Wind

9. New AZof Wat Balloon AZ

INPUT - -__ __ ____

STOP___________________ 3 Total_ Force, F______ T_______

STO3 ToAnle Force FT lbs
Anl F FTP e

STOP 4 NEW WIND PROFILE _____

1. Z S. Z 9. Z
Wind Wind Wind

AZ AZ AZ

2. Z 6. Z 10. Z

Wind Wind Wind

AZ AZ AZ

3. Z 7. Z 11. Z

Wind Wind Wind

AZ AZ AZ

4. Z 8. Z 12. Z

Wind Wind Wind

AZ AZ AZ[Up to 12 wind points may be specified. First point must be a min~mum of 200 ft
above original balloon altitude (1) or above best estimate of higher balloon altitude

(7), whichever is higher. Last point must be for surface altitude.
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77. 001B

3.4.6 PROGRAM NO. 77.007B LISTING-.....-.....- oo--
,f' Y CODE x STEP KEY ICODE)

3 p.. .. 3 F

6 6(82..,.. ...- -. .

00 06

4 4

51.. _ ... .58 ,

6 c -

7 o7

,•:io " o 0

-'-3 •3 -4

s 4 a -4-I

00

3- - 3.

4 4

6B

7 7
T8

00

9 - -

4i'•,• I 4 , ,

: • - .. . ' .. . i '

-"•A7 ' 7r.

*, 4 X S O • i i. . l
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- -T 1 6 A/

8~ X 8 __

20~~ Wf- __

_ LJ 4 _

61S FrI __

_ 8-

2E 2

4 P_ _ 4 _kf Z lD

4r __ 3 -

88

8- - --- 3 3_ _

__ 3 ___3

X i- 1 FT _ _ 8 ( _ 36 _ _ -P

IL- -. 4 01 _-
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' . LY (O01E x .:EP K fY O(IE X .

I 46S WIIA

6 X 6+: ~7 I 7 I "•r

9 --. 9X -".9_._ _,_ _ _
0 "0 _

22I _

3. 3
4 X"" I4 ,-,-+
5 -6

6 6 I
7 _X( 7.

0_ X-;. ,.-- viaý ,/AO9 ....
2 20
3 ,., . ,'.+3 _ 4- .
4 -'"4

6 _ _ 6 / "

0_ ~

4_ 0 43'
6_• ----+i L

o -. o___ __ z II
12:

_... ,Is ,95
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u 0

2 0 2 q II2
43

5~~s

9 1 . - o f _/_ _
0 0 iii/ .. . ii i 0 • T6; X •

S7

00

22.3 -

56

1 8 "

S...... _ __ o _ , ,

5-f - - - 3

_ _•_ i • • -"80..

_, _ • ," . . . . . o .. . . . .

4 4

6~ +

9 .
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ARL __ 1
2 2. 2 ...... .

5 _ . 0 , 0 ...

6Z4

7 07X>Y,

78__.4-

o 'O .. o
3 3f9
4 Co ) .. ...

7 1 _ _ f

0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _

9 £0sX 40 s 19
• _o g.- 'L - 0

2 2 _

S6" 6 00S!8

7 7 X 7

_At X I _ _
9 '•

_ - 7r'6 /.. ....

SI,! ZI sZ "__

C,. ,___ -'~ t
I ?~' -" I

S3 ' "Y ,o', ... _t• .. ...±.- _2, __,•-.- '" -• •...

!ii •97
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2

4ý 4L .... 5F

5 • . _ - Itfa...
7 0 .... "7 0 Pr
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2i~

3. - - - - -. .3'

33

9 . , .. .. • . D D-6
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1 r_^_zz

-/- .. .. 8_
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'Oto ,y MOO X '2OLO 7

6 V

o - --,•,;.

4 J2, 4 A ____ p

0_• ____ 1 i - - - _

2 2 2-

6 6 _

7 7 _

3e- IV Ir
o - 7_- - CN

1.,_-_ '• V C -•'

_ 4 _N

75 t_ •_ 0

0 .3•7 ___.
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ItIp 'E CODE X . ? STEP K Y CODE X z

•) 3 ,,
4: 4 w
66 / -_-- e -.

7_ 7p
8 8 -

00

2J

4 41 _

56

9 9-

0 o

3 3 ýa ,, 3 A..

4±4

616

•'•"7 7 -

8 8 AZ_

0.__ aiP7p" o •

•"'2 4p-> 2

0 ~oA _.

3 3"

7477

8 68 i

0 9

---- -"- ,• _-

2 2____., ..

33

6_
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.cy r(;O or z gp KY CV x

2 P - 2 [ -I

ex., 31

04 MAID'I

PIT

3 1 3 Ftir7

7

o xO I

3 3 7_".

4
6 ..
7 A I72-L
a a

9 l - - - 9 -

I I

3 3

4

-•u 7 --- -F- - -

- /T - -i0; ,- -,,
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11.' r, ý Cý oot. .1 2 ; KE Y CODE x

s~fr _- C41 - -

6~ 69-K7 79 AIr _ _W

6q - T2

Z3 -

6i
79

__ i~ L L~ i~ 8

_ 4 22 e&I

6 6 -6

- - 7 _
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c EY C~c XsIc1 Kt Y CODE X

4 P- fI 4 ; 7
6 - ____ -

o7 ' 7...oP T

07 0 PAJI

_ 2 -

3 - _ -3

4X( 4 _y

6____ 
6+

7 7

•. ~ ~9 CA7 99.•• , e ., . ..
027 o am

2 I

5 --

6 (o l P
7 _ _ ja 7 N

8 9 , . . -

29iZZ9Z 0-

2 1

73 3 E .... .

61 O

L800
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L , Y CumDE . KEY CovE .X

/.... ,I 0 - --- .. . . : i

2 7.,2 .3.
- _ 23

SC 4 0

S6 SuMAI
7 7

0A-

__.. C,•T 0"

2D - - - - 2 X -)0

3 3 0

-4- - - 7 74-.-.-

6 A4 / 6 __ -

0 I 8 0 /a
2 D 2 ... ] ]i

3 3I jCAt

4 C - 4 CAT I5l 0 , 5 jC m1
6l 6 ..- 6 J 7

a7 7s8 A/ 8 CA-

-9 - _ I - -

0__ o 7..

3+ CA~r s "

7 77
w0

SW_ ON 4 __Y
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- h 7e I

23 34

4

/~t/o 40 1

4 4

7 37

20
/337q 3-

4 4

7 CL
88 CA
9 CA17-

8- 8 N7-I r -6-CA
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V'v co . • . STEP { KEY co+uc .X \ -

1 u " 4o I o "

/7/2 2, - _
33 3

7- 50/ 007

6 7 6 .. .

- > _

.•- ]. +• ,•_,,_ -.. 63 _ _ " ._ _+..•

4~~_ 097--4 4_ -

7 ,9 •4 7 2•

_6

7_ 77 / ..... .. ._ _,
887 _,

0 .0 -7

SZ / Z'i ,€. - , , ,- _ _'

C y 3 - 4 0

7. 2? 11
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65 _
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4 I4
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7', 0007 H
Storaigu |togielturs

S) 0RAGE'

b

000 4ý4 00 080
001 0 041 • - 8 1 - ,
002 042 L 082 ,
003 . 043 V 083 r .

0404084 3
005 ._046 Z.j 08. 6 <
006 K 046 V 06_ 0
007 " 1Jd.O)_c 047 A 3 087 v
0'08 /.p 048 . 088 I-
009 049 V4089
oo010 oso A0.. 090 C•,
011 Otto) 0 -0 091 k
012 77",• 052 Vr 092 Rp
013 .-- 053 "4 093 Cn ,
014 J .A 054 ' 094 I .

0.15 Oe. 055 Vo 095 R CI
016 056s 096 -O C 7
017 D.•D _ 057 . 097
01 PDH 058 V7 - 098 ,n
019 _o059 q 099 C
020 7 2_ L ___ 060 •, 100 T•'

021 U 061 3 101 C3 21_
022 t -062 C4 102
023 T UJ 063 9 103
024 : K 064 V 104 at•--

05065 4Zý2 105
026 :PT V 066 106 "VKI 4fr'
027 0'#_. 067 _Yý107 0 CXM(
028 . ..- 068 AZo 1108 re----
029 C-S 069

030 070__ 07
031 071 AZ-.,
032 __ _ _072 ? i2.
033 -• 073 "• 2 .
034 - 074 A-Z-.. .

035o . " - 07 - --
036(, 076 &-
0317 077 /6
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3.4.7 SAMPLE INPUT/OUTPUT PRINT 7.07

The following are copies of the HP printed tape for a problem following Test

No. 3 in Section 3. 3. 7.

ON SURF.W.APPROX
SAME LENGTH OF
CABLE OUT

-TRIAL ALT
14000.000 BL.L12900w 960

23.000* 11500.000 B.WIND
PROG#7'7.00?B 14200.000 58.0806
LENGTHABL 11750.000 B.AZ 16 8

TEST * 1400.0.600042.1

56GCND310*150.000 LENTH87.9
140050.000 13400.000ioeee
34000.000 11200.000 251EN25

09.000 13600.000 VOD.AN
C~5 NE WID 014006 572.3656

1500. 000 4126.00 115GT
10050.000 134000.000 1018 o

180.000 F/AGL 10700.000 WT5.9
3400-004425.256

1250.000 13200.000 AZ.TOBL
60. WI00 305.0 72. 617

2400.000 990.00B.LRN
0500.000 12080.000 4163.19

18.001.000 00 . 9163.081
235.000~102060.000 CBEA

12000.000 1015.00 X E 5.8
55.00.00

260.000 19940.000 3~+1 78.6152

235.000~3 126000 CABE7A

4000000 2920000 OPT. ENT35I011000 -E RSHV23.0 7.0 AD
120.00RED
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77. 007B

The problem shown above began with the entry of 3 at the OPT ENT STOP in
Test 3 B, Section 3. 3. 7. A Test No. = 3. 1 was assigned. Note that a cable length

10, 050 ft, the last item printed under "original conditions", is the same as the
length computed in the original problem in Section 3. 3.7. Values of FT = 3400 lbs
and 0 = 79.00 were estimated values for the new balloon condition.

The first wind point introduced here is at an altitude of 14, 500 ft or 500 ft higher
than the original. Since the estimated balloon altitude is predicted to be lower than
the original, a 200 ft increase would have been the minimum allowable. The new
winds introduced are higher in magnitude and have less rotation than the original
case. The higher magnitude affected the choice of values for F' and 0 above.

TA series of trial altitudes, first up, then progressing downward 200 ft at a time,
show decreasing lengths to an altitude 12, 800 ft. At that point, where the cable length
is less than the original value, the altitude decrement is made to be 20 ft but pro-
ceeds downward from the previous 13, 000 ft altitude. Thus 12, 980, 12, 960, etc, are
tried until at a balloon altitude of 12, 900 ft, the equality of cable length is established.

The third columnn shows the wind at the balloon to be 58 knots at 1960. The cable
angle at the winch, 51', is considerably lower than the 7!9* experienced with the
balloon at 14, 000 ft. Greater displacements and other differences can also be noted.

Additional procedures might now be pursued. First the value of FT and 0 could
be further refined (using 76. 003. 4, or 5) now that a "better-than-a-guess" altitude
is found. Another runthrough with these values would modify the values of all
parameters computed in the first run. When all are compatible, some of the results
can be used as inputs into 77. 007 for print only or 77. 07P for print and plot of the
complete cable conditions and geometry between the balloon and the surface.
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77. 007P
3.5 Program No. 77.007P

This version of the three-dimensional tether-cable program provides a printed

and plotted output. It requires the following hardware:

HP Model 9810A Calculator

"HP No. 112 10A Math ROM

HP No. 11261A Printer-Plotter ROM

HP Model 9862A Plotter

If no plot is desired or no plotter equipment available, the use of Program No.

'77. 007 (Section 3.3) is suggested. Program No. 77. 007P, however, can be run

without the plotter and with either a Printer-Alpha ROM (HP No. 1121 1A) or the

Printer-Plotter ROM by making the following substitutions in the program listing,

Section 3. 5. 6:

Step No. Key

0344 CNT

0345 CNT

0346 CNT

3.5. 1 PLOTTING

The use of only 2 rerun options in Program No. '77. 007P provides more pro-

gram steps than Program No. 77. 007. This permits the plotting of the following

six curves with symbols as shown on one piece of x 10x15 in. paper.

Symbol Parameters Symbol Parameters

(a) + Z-H (d) T Z-T

(b) , Z-I (e) 0 Z-0

(c) , H-I (f) x Z-q
Before computation and plotting of data commence, various events take place

to prepare the plot paper. Axes for curves a, b, and c are drawn as followst

z -H

7 in.

+H

3 in.B-- 8 in. 4 in.

-H, -I 4-H, +1
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77. 007P

In addition a fifth line is drawn along the top edge of the paper, 3-in. above the

upper I-axis for the tension, d. During the drawing of axes, tick marks are added

at user specified intervals. No tick-marks for the angle 0 are provided; the scale

for 0 is always 100 per inch or 900 is 9-in. to the right of the Z-axis. No tick-

marks for q are provided; the scale for q is always 2-lbs/ft2 per inch.

Three constants are entered at STOP 5 in order to scale the axes and set tick-

mark spacing. The three constants are:

N. The interval in full-scale feet between tick-marks on the

Z, H, and I axes. Z OR SURFACE ALTITUDE is located

at the origin of the Z-H or Z-I set of axes with ZB located

at the top of the Z-axis. Since the available length of the

Z-axis is 10-in., the magnitude of the altitude excursion,

ZB-ZS, will determine the scale of the Z, H, and I axes

and the tick-mark intervals. Therefore in the case of a

high altitude balloon with light winds and a small amount of

cable displacement, the H - I plot may be quite small.

M. The interval in pounds between tick-marks on the tension

axis.

P. A factor used for scaling the tension axis. The value of

the balloon total force, FT, rounded to the nearest loP

pounds is located 6-in. to the right of the Z axis. Tick-
marks are drawn at M intervals with one at the Z axis where

T-0. The rounding of FT above is done only for establishing

the scale of the T axis-the computations are unaffected. If

for example, F - 7075, P = 2, and M = 1000 the process

would round FT to 7 100 lb and divide by 6 to get the scale

factor. Using the scale factor, the 1000-lb intervals

would be converted to the proper linear dimension for

marking on the paper. When plotted, the exact FT point

would appear just to the right of the 7000-lb tick-mark.

The plotting paper will then appear as shown on the following page (without

notations) before any computations or plotting commence; the upper axis to the left

of the Z-axis represents imaginary negative values of T and 0 and can be ignored.
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77. 007P

e=0 9-in.

qT 0 O= 90

ZB i ... , iT ' ' , '
Z B T -HT

-H

+1 -I

+H
-H, -I +H, +I

- I I I I " I
zS

The plotting of 5 points representing the bottom end conditions of each cable

element is made after the printing of 23 parameters for each element. This print

then plot cycle continues down the cable until the surface Is reached. The com-
pleted plot would then appear as shown below:

z-I

li•- " " .. . x T 0
+ Z- q H
+ x/_ TT

1 + x T -
+ x T :

+ X T '
. + x T "
' + X T
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77. 007P

The spacing of the axes favors conditions of positive H and I values although
negative values of lesser magnitude can be accommodated. The H-1 plot is really

a XB - YB plot looking down on the balloon and cable from above. The balloon,

located at the origin of the H and I axes, is pointing down the paper in the positive

H direction the same as in Figure 4. Similarly, the wind at the balloon is pointed

up the paper. Knowing this balloon wind azimuth, it is then simple to draw a North
reference line on the plot with a protractor if desired. Similarly the balloon in the

vertical plane is located at the top of the Z-axis at Z and is pointing to the right.
If a two dimensional wind problem were plotted, the Z-I curve would be hidden in
the Z-axis (I=O) and the H-I curve would be hidden in the vertical H-axis (1=0).

The number of points plotted for each of the six curves will equal the number
of cable elements required to reach the surface, If any plotted point should be
called that exceeds the 10 X 15-in. boundaries of the paper, It will not be plotted
but the other points will still be plotted. See also Section 3.5.7.

3.5.2 RERUN OPTIONS

When a problem is solved, the cable end conditions printed, and the plotter is
stopped, the program is designed to offer the user a choice of methods with which
to proceed to the next problem. A message is printed:

OPT. ENT (OPTION, ENTER)

followed by a choice of two numbers and a STOP.

When a completely new problem requiring reentry of different altitudes, winds,

and cable parameters is next to be run, the number 0 is entered. The program will
clear all but the storage registers loaded from the data cards and cycle back to the

initial printing of the program number and title.
V4 The normal runs (printed RUN#1MAXALT) provide a cable solution (a) for

the balloon at a specific altitude subjected to the winds specified in the first group
of wind entries and (b) for the cable subjected to a variety of wind conditions
specified at the lower altitudes down to the surface. One practical and sometimes
limiting problem is concerned with raising or lowering the balloon through the same
specified wind field. Rather than a reentry of all variables required at each of

many lower altitudes, a method is provided to simplify a series of runs at decreas-

ing altitudes.
If the number 2 is entered at the above STOP, the program will clear the sum-

mation registers and retain the surface altitude, cable specifications, and wind
field, and setup RUN No. 2 with the balloon at the second lower altitude in the wind
field table. Because the balloon total force and angle at this new altitude will differ
from the previous balloon altitude, only one STOP is needed for these two entries.
A full solution is then provided for this condition. At its end, the program loops
to RUN No. 3 and places the balloon at the third lower altitude in the wind field
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table. These automatic loops continue until the surface is reached. At that point
no OPT. END message is printed. The program cycles back to a restart as if
Option 0 were selected.

When considering the use of this lowering altitude cycle option, it is necessary
to initially enter a wind field table which specifies a sufficient number of altitudes
to provide a complete performance analysis. Altitudes having particularly strong
winds, of concern in balloon performance, would of course be included in the initial
definition of the wind field acting on the cable. Similarly, it is necessary to have
the values of the balloon total force, FT. and its angle, 0, available for entry at
each altitude as indicated In the INPUT DATA FORM. The use of Program No.
76. 003 or No. 76. 005, Reference 1, for each of the altitudes in the wind field table
will provide the values of FT and 0.

When using the plotter with the OPT 2 mode, it should be noted that no new
axes or tick marks will be drawn for'each of the balloon altitudes. If the original
graph from the maximum balloon altitude solution is left on the plotter and only 2
or 3 lower altitude solutions were involved, pen color changes might help to keep
each set identifiable. All scales except the tension scale remain constant for the
lower altitude runs. The tension scale may or may not remain fixed depending on

the value of the newly entered FT at each balloon altitude. The original values ofM and P entered at STOP 5 are retained and operate on the new FT. If FT rounds
to the same number as in the RUN No. 1 for the maximum altitude, then the scale
remains the same and the Z-T curve may be referenced to the tension axis and
tick marks.

12
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3.5.3 FLOW CHART

PrPNT & Store D and K in ft

PNT: Program No.77.007P &Title' Wt of K=W= K x (Wt/1000)/1000

TES Store W

USER ENTRIES: PNT & Store

(x) (y) (z)
STOP 0 :t STOPS 4-4-4: o A W DT --

R u T es t N o . r SND o 3
s0041 N

S.LTA MesVgeluWeNs

Is, Rw 1 c ns , 0210

U29 USE R ENT RIES: PNT SNStore

I Y s(X) (y) (Z)

Lood ToN 3 -- 3: + a6 o Z T

SO 02-0 Yor

03247

(D 00534 8 or

I• tore1NW+ Con te.

017
1 0 

05

1022IMeO129 I WNDS

No 06 19USER ENTRIES: PNT & Store

STOTOP 4----4:o AZ WIN ZBz,, /

Store using1 NW (=gis entry

FR. 018~r 3jl. IN 3N 7 fo-Kp

JIND~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ZN+6r-.ZB N N 8fre- AZ

0315
K i 0 09

NW w

ýPN7TRUN O. fivalu



77. 007 P

IND 3n' + 38 + r -• AZn 1

0377IND 3n + 38 + r -p AZ~

0372 7

K Reducer=l0 NAZ =tAZ -CAZtn

K = K/10

W' = W/ 10

A' = A/10

0393

PNT & Store

Z N Yes

hl=K cos0 cosE8

il=K coso sinES

J = Zj AAZ= AAZt - 360

H = Zh 

i

I = •i AAZ= AAZt + 360

EK

fW d AZ/dZ = AAZ/AZW

1 0463 AAZO = AZo(d Az/dZ)

Wind Velocity Computation AZ1 = AZn + AAZO

Note in these boxes,NW = n.

n' n +1 No 0634 Yes

IND 3n +36 +r -- ZnA+Z Is AZ1 >360?

483

Is ZI>Zn+l Y

Ye - 7Yes 0640 No
I3 AZI > 0

nnn

IND 3n + 36 +r --*.Zn AZ 1 =AZ i + 360

AZw Zn - Zn+1

IND 3n + 37 + r -~ V nAZI AZ1i - 360

IND 3n'+ 37 + r -1-Vn+1 PNT & Store AZ1

AV = Vn+ 1 - Vn 0667

dV/dZ = AV/ AZW PNT: U+ EB

AZo= Zn - Z1

AVo= AZo(dV/dZ) = AZ1 -(EP+rB)

V3 = Vn + AVO (sub.t = trial val)

Store V1
I

Convert to knots for PNT 02
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086
Yes •0o,0958 nsC>9 •-D---I~e s-

,Noý 0670 > Yes 
_ j I;R9 D I

la at <0?

CIE ait in Cit +360 Ys 0874 ,05

Ies R>9 07 50684 CD

PNT & Store a 2

cos - 1-cos
2
c cos2

VN = V1 Cos889

0722
Nos0 No,0958

•. 9 5 5 2 8 5 1 - 5 -6 .- - --n 
C D = 4

.952 [ •=1 .205 -6.84 164 Iz

L I I
0764 Yes 0917 NO,0958

P/Po from In p/po= aoZ + a 1 Z
2  nCD 5

For Drag: o,slugs/ft
3 =.002378 P/P0

For R : p ibs/ft
3 

=32.2 0 slug/ft
3

)

PNT R = PVND/IjYes 931 .,0958
I : R5000 CD= 6

Yes Is R >250000? No,0958
0819 n Bn=7

Yes No cD 8D

Is Ent CD7 -7 93

S0958DD B9

SIND 3n CD + 74 ;m RB 05

No 083 Yes IND 3
nCD + 75 • CDB

IND 3nC + 7 6 --tp R

I 0836 ICD =CDB +KR(LOG R -LOG RB
ID "170.9/OGR .(Sub B= Base)l

- 0993
PNT: C 0D

PNT: q = VN

DT= CDqA
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77. 007P

3.5.4 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS AND NOTES

KEY STROKES ENTRIES

END
FIX M --- (Number of decimal places desired)

Insert Side 1 of Program Cards

LOADI
Continue inserting Sides 2, 3, and 4 of Program Cards
Insert Side 1 of Data Cards

!END
CONT

(Following heading is now printed)

PROG # 77. 007P

3 -DIM. TETHER

TEST

(X) (Y) (Z)
At STOP 0-0-0, Enter : Test No/I. D.

CONTI
Following printing of the test number or I. D., Side 1 of
the Data Card will load.
Continue inserting Sides 2 and 3 of Data Cards
Note that loading of Program and Data Cards will only be
required one time until machine is turned off.
(Following is now printed)

RUN #1

At STOP 1-1-1, Enter: 7T or CD ZS (ft, MSL) ZB (ft, MSL)

Enter iT to use built-in cylinder C variation
or enter CD value which will be hld constant
throughout program run.

K*

At STOP 2-2-2, Enter: 0 or K Wt/ 1000 ft Diam. (in.)
(Element (lbs) (Cable)
Length) (Cable)

Z B - ZS
Enter 0 to set K = 100 or enter K in ft.

:ONT
At STOP 3-3-3, Enter: 0 (deg) F (lb)

(Angle of F (Blalloon Tot.

[CONT to HorizonT Force)

WINDS (Printed)

At STOP 4-4-4, Enter: Azimuth of Wind (knots) ZB (ft, MSL)
Wind (deg)

This entry must be for conditions at balloon altitude.
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(X) (Y) (Z)

At STOP 4-4-4, Enter: Azimuth Wind Z

Stop 4's will repeat until the last set of entries for the surface
condition at ZS are inserted. A total of 12 sets of wind entries
may be made including the balloon and surface conditions.

The above sets of entries will be printed out in groups when CONT is struck after
STOPS 1, 2, 3, and 4. The entered or computed value will be printed in the case
of K.

(If no plot is wanted, see Section 3. 5)
The plotter rQutine next becomes operative requiring the following:
Install plot paper with limits set to 10 X 15-in.

At STOP 5-5-5, Enter: P M N

(Rounding Factor (Tension Tick (Spacial Tick
10P-lb, for Mark Mark
Tension Scale) Interval, lb) Interval, ft)

Axes and tick-marks will now be drawn by the plotter per Section 3. 5. 1.
Note the scale of 0 is always 100/in. with 0 = 0 at the Z-axis and the scale
of q is always 2 lb/ft2 per in., q = 0 at the Z-axis.

---------------------------------------------------------------

The program now begins computation starting at the balloon and works downward
one element at a time to the surface. Twenty-three parameters are first printed
then the following six points are plotted, all representing the conditions at the
bottom end-point of each element. The six points are plotted with the following
symbols:

+ Z-H

Z-I
0] z-O

T Z-T

X Z-q
H-I

Note: To avoid the printout of any or ail of the twenty-three parameters shown
beTw, replace PNT with CNT at the associated program step numbers.

Step No.

0395 z Altitude, ft MSL

0397 j Vert. Distance, top to bottom of element, ft

0420 h Horiz. Distance, parallel to balloon axis, ft

0431 i Horiz. Distance, perpendicular to baln, axis, ft

0439 J Total Vert. Distance, balloon to bottom of element, ft

0443 H Total Horiz. Dist., rh, balloon to bottom of element, ft

0447/8 1 Total Horiz. Dist., Zi, balloon to bottom of element, ft
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Step No.

0452 IK Total Element (Cable) Length, ft

0462 ZW Total Element (Cable) Weight, lb

0563 Wd Wind Velocity at bottom of element, knots

0665 AZ Wind A7lmuth at bottom of element, deg

0667 7rg + OB A'imuth of Vert. Plane Containing the Element, deg

0688 Y Wind Incidence Angle on the Element, deg

0812 R Reynolds Number

0994 C D Drag Coefficient

1011 q Dynamic Pressure, lb/ft2, Based on Velocity Normal to
Element

1021 DT Total Element Drag, lb

1060 Dw Vertical Drag Component, lb
1072 DH Horiz. Drag Comp. in Vertical Plane of the Element, lb

1086/7 DS Horiz. Drag Comp. to Vertical Plane of the Element, lb

1114 01 Horiz. Rotation of Tension Vector at bottom end or
Horiz. Rotation of the next element's vertical
plane, deg

1148 01 Pitch Angle Downward of Tension Vector at bottom end or
1206 Elevation Angle of next element above the horizon, deg

1161/2 T 1  Tension at bottom end or at top end of next element, lb
1216/7

Groups of the values of the above 23 parameters will continue to be printed for points

down the cable until one of the following conditions is encountered:

(a) The cable reaches the earth's surface at Z7s-the winch location,

(b) The tension becomes 7ero,

(c) The cable becomes hori7ontal.

(In (a), the computational techniques used do not yield a precise ZS condition. The

final Z will be higher than ZS by an amount less than K sin 0/ 10, usually no more

than a few feet.)

The final printout includes the abbreviated names and values of the following param-

eters. They describe the conditions at the winch if condition (a) is attained or at

the cable lower end which is above the surface if conditions (b) or (c) are indicated.

(a) ON SURFACE or (b) TENSION. 0 or (c) CABLE HOR

ALT Z Altitude, ft

HT J Vertical Height, ft

TENS T Cable Tension, lb

C. ELEV. ANG 0 Elevation Angle of Cable above Horizon, deg

LENGTH YK Cable Length, ft

WT 7W Cable Weight, lb

V. D EDW Total Vertical Drag Component, lb
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H. I. L 1I Tot, Iforiz. Distance along YB or YW axis, ft

I Tot. H1orlz. Distance along XE or XW axis, ft

L Min. Direct Horizontal Dist. to Balloon, ft

AZ. TO BLN AZB Airmuth Angle to Balloon, deg

B. EL. ANG E Elevation Angle to Balloon, deg

S. R SR Slant Range to Balloon, ft

C. AZ AZC Azimuth Angle of Cable (Out of Winch), deg

X + E X X Coordinate to Balloon, ft

Y + N Y Y Coordinate to Balloon, ft

At this point the initial problem entered is solved with printing and plot completed.

If this was an initial run (RUN #I MAX ALT), the following is printed and STOP

provided to permit 2 optional ways to rerun the program.

OPT. ENTf

0 -NEW PROB

2 -LOW CYCLES

At STOP , Enter: 0 or 2 in (X)

If 0 is Entered - New Problem-Use for completely new problem. All but the

permanent storage registers containing density and drag coefficient constants will

be cleared, program returns to start with reprint of Number and Title.

If 2 is Entered - Lower Altitude Cycles-Use when analysis is desired with the

balloon lowered to each of the altitudes specified in the wind field table. Summary

storage registers are cleared and the program returns to start with reprint of

Number and Title. Instead of RUN#l the following is printed:

RUN #

2

B. ALT/AZ
Z B

Program then goes to STOP 3 for entry of balloon total force and angle at this new

altitude Z B which is the second altitude originally entered in the wind table. The

program will then make a complete solution to the surface (or to zero tension or

horizontal cable) for this new balloon altitude. However at the end of RUN M2, no

option is provided since the program cycles on to the third altitude point in the wind

field table, sets up RUN 93 and goes to STOP 3 again for entry of the two balloon

parameters at this new altitude. Thus a solution is provided for each altitude in

the wind field table except for ZS. When ZS is detected, the program will terminate

the same as if 0 were entered at OPT ENT and return to the start with a reprint of

Number and Title. Refer to Section 3. 5. 1, for plotting notes with this OPT 2.
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Nott No, - It Inuorpoot datu to boliovod to hvo bWon enterd, do not pross
STOP E•ND to rstatrt progrm, a.For correct and mafo clearing of

STOP
GO TO

I

0

After OPT E NT message is printed, enter 0, then:

CONT
Note No. 2 - Proof of solutions can be made by summation of the vertical forces.

Summary of the horizontal forces is not possible because summation
along two fixed horizontal axes could not be handled within the

available space.

Therefore: FT sin 0 TW sin 0w 4 JW+EDW

FT

BALLOON 0

Tw
ZW

0 W WINCH

STw
w
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3.5.5 INPUT DATA FORM

Test No.: Date: _ _Notes:

INPUT 77. 007P
STOP NO, ITEM VALUEVI

MAX. BALLOON ALTITUDE Z B Ft. MSL
1-1-1 SURFACE ALTITUDE S Ft. MSL

CABLE CD or YT for Internal Comp.

CABLE DIAMETER D Inches
2-2-2 CABLE WEIGHT per 1000 ft Lb.

CABLE ELEMENT LENGTH, KOR 0 Ft.
for K = (Z B - Zs)/l1oo

3-3-3 BALLOON TOTAL FORCE FT Lb.

ANGLE OF TOTAL FORCE 0 Deg.

4-4-4 WIND PROFILE

For Stop 3 For Stop 3
Opt. Lower Opt. Lower
Alt. Cycles Alt. Cycles

1. ZB Ft. MSL 7. Z Ft. MSL FT Lb.
Wind Knots Wind Knots 6 Deg.

AZ Deg. ..... _AZ Deg. , _......

2. Z Ft. MSL F Lb. 8. Z Ft. MSL FT Lb.
TT

Wind Knots 0 Deg. Wind Knots 0 Deg.
AZ Deg. AZ Deg.

3. Z Ft. MSL FT Lb. 9. Z Ft. MSL F Lb.
T T

Wind Knots 0 Deg. Wind Knots 0 Deg.
AZ Deg. AZ Deg.

4. Z Ft. MSL FT Lb. 10. Z Ft. MSL FT Lb.

Wind Knots 0 Deg. Wind Knots 0 Deg.
AZ Deg AZ Deg.

5, Z Ft. MSL FT Lb. 11. Z Ft. MSL FT Lb.

Wind Knots 0 Deg. Wind Knots 0 Deg.
AZ Deg. AZ Deg.

6. Z Ft. MSL FT Lb. 12. Z Ft. MSL
Wind Knots 0 Deg. Wind Knots

AZ Deg. AZ Deg.

A minimum of two wind points must be specified. Conditions at ZB must be the

first point. Conditions at ZS must be the last point. A maximum of twelve wind

points ma be specified.

5-5-5 PLOT CONSTANTSSpacial Tick-Mark Intervals, N Ft.

Tension Tick-Mark Intervals, M Ft.
Tension Rounding Factor, P
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3.5.6 PROGRAM NO. 77.007P

STEP KEY CODE X z STEP KEY CODE .

0060 ____ f

3P P 3 FM _4 L-1 4" o• !/ =I
+ o z __-----

7 7 _ .. . 0

97 9 X()o ,, o___ ___ 00 /T T
_0 20

3 7 3 I4 p 4 ,,.. .

6 • 6• "'+
o9 vI ___ .... I_

o •4 o +A IuaA

2T ___"_ 20 _ .....4 , -g

3 ", 3

4 M'P - 'N,.o. 4 4 WON
6

_PNT 6 _SX( ) ... ( . . .

0 0 0 o-

2__MT 2 VA A ii
3-A__ L .- .. 3 Fm ,

44
SFMT 6137 FA4- 7 , _ ,
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STEP KEY COO E y ' STEP KEY CODE : .

S'X (. ) '_ A . £ •=K

0 _/r ('UWA4

i ~2 X* -1w 2 MO•.•F

4 . 4 I .

6 /4/re 1 ____

7 a . .... 7 o , /

9~~~~ ArM7 ...7a T •, T i

_ 'e -"- •,- --,

Pi i

2 V At,
3 A 3

4 _ _ 4 /

0 0/

2 AP I , PjT

3 A 3

4 43 4
-6

7 " . 7 ,, ,-

0 00

1 1/3~ --

63 7414 6X-* _1_3

"' ~~7 X-1, 7' (a/ i7 '

88

0 o - 0 L13
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STEP KEY CODE X z STEP KEY CODE X z

--z - 0 PAJ7 V

2 / __-2 - - - -

- 4

7 0 - - 7~ - -* -

87

0ýZ o 3 - 30 -

2 _ 4 __ 3 2X7

~3 _rO 49 F-

- 9

70 4-01-o

o oi - -

0 1:: .

3t 3 3xa

4t 4

6 P H T 56. -- -- . -

7w
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STEP KEY COOE x STEP KEY CODE x Y z

030 Z 2. _ _ _ _. 5/o0Si _,,"-- -' 1" x (T )F
3 ___

4 X() j<
5 /1 A 46 5 .• - J

7 7- _ _ 7_

10 X- -0_ __ ~ ~
2 .3 2 X ýZ7 _

3 2. 3 0
4 _ _- 4 _I

_ _ 5? _ _

6X-4 6 3
7 + 7 x

8 _ ID_ 8 '7 as'~~
9 e _9 __ _ _
o0 0

0__ /0 K R-,

3 3 _

O.LY 4 4 4 _ _

6= Z 6 7
7 87 _"

1 0 __ .A € / --•
2+ 2 X-ý-

-~~~~ X__ - __ 0 _ _ _

33 _3
4 4, 4 C-f

3- 0'A -5 3a )-

6 1/t4.D• 6 -t

7 A, _,, 7_

8 8_ _ _ _ _

9 £ 9 Gb •ol L _

o 01

31 0 037 3 ' ,

51 LA, W/ T R~ouyL 5'',•• PAIT ;zf

,#34 7! .. 7 ENr _

;z 8 X -1"ý1I7
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SlP KLV ICOMl STEP KEY COLIC X

2 X() 2_ PMT <i

3 Z 3__ _ _

4 COS)(_ CoOS ___ 4__ _~ __

7 6, K COS19 __ 7 7 -
8___ 8 5_ _

__ +_ 9 x () _

00 2__ _ _

2 X(_ _ _ 2 PJ4T' ___fw

4 2. Z__ 4__ +_ _ _

6 COS X __ 5 Cj2, k cas~ E9 _ 6 + -- _ __ 'qI/'j
7 X)(ý Y .~- k 4 7_ 73 __3 ?

a X 13_ ) _ n

0 PN TIr o_ __6 36 371,
1 X4 _)._ 1 + I _ P_ _3.

2 + 2_ _ _ _ __ _ _

3 Z ___ ___ e__ 3 _ __ __ _ _

7 Z __ 7_ 7X() _ _ _

8 SIAIX - ~ ~kc"S6 8 __ __________

2 _ -X 2_ 5~

_ _ +_ 0+ __ _ _

__0 6_ 10__ _

7_ 1__ 4_'k
s0h 8 1_ _ _

L. __T _______ ___ ____
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SILiI KE' CODE .x STEP KEY CODE A

0500 ct. ___ +_ _

4 _ 43 _ _

s3 51 _ __ __ _ _

0 X__ 0 g /,617? -L-o

1 __f__ IC 
_____

3 X4 _ _ 3 PN-Jr_ -V*K0 1~ _ _

5 4L V" A~ __ 5 0 _ o V-
6 f' -" A___ 6 ) - _=_

7 _ _3 7 1_ _ _

8_ X_ ->_ 8 0 _ _ _ _ _

2 1 NP _ ___ 2 X-~ _ _ _

4 __ Vi ..Y!L _ 44 _ _ _

A."Y I A Y___A - 6 /W __ _V

7___ A_ -w A 7 4-L A_ -t
8 -;- 0___ VA(Z _ 8 t~L - ___ ______

9_ _ _ _'b 93 3
- 0 3 __ __ _

4 5-7 - 1 V _ _

2~ X4ot 2' g - _

63 3_ 1_ X

05 _ o -;P 5_~ AZ, 4 __n*

6L- 26_(_ _

47 7__

2_ 2c~ -6o

___ 6 X>Y___
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P

5 TEP KEY ICODE A VSTEP 'Ey COOT .

__6_ 1 6 -

2 40_ _ 2 5'

3 C .43 __ _

_ _ _ _ 6_ 6 _ _ 3_0_Z

_ 911 _

2_ 2 Z_ _

3_ 3 A A4s-e _

04/I5 5 P ___ -r_ A __ F__
_ _ _ _ 6 X _ _ -2g--8y-

7 034 7 P A!LA2!ýt?6 Aa

81 4- __ AAR7 ___ 8 - _____&

0 3 1 __ _ 0 X>I/

2 cdA? 2_ __1

4 -. 3 7_ 4_ __ __ _

5 _ 7 4A i-*5C6 0 _ _

7 >((_)_7 (,_

9 
_L- __- 

AE
0 + A_ ~ 0g

13 _ __o A ý

5 0 5/

0a 0coX C4

1 L-- ..-os__ L

2 X LS cl

4:O I Co
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STEP KE CODE X STEP KEY CODE V V 2

o7oo . co

2 X 2_ __

3, Z 3

,i .5L - _ _o • Ž -

5 C'-S!A5 3

6 X Y 6 3

7 ,3 ___)
85 7 5

01 o c 5 X(,a
2_y 2 7Z

30 _e- O

4 _T F674 X--

6/ 6~ 3

0 c~f • -, __
9_ 9 _ a
3 0- 3o a,3-4 7_._ 4 +0 20

3 _ _. _ 1 43 245 6S 1 ( 1 4__
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574P KEY CODE x y z I STEP KEY JCODE X
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STEP KEY COOS X y 2 STEP KEY CODE X Y z
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STEP KEY CODE x z STEP KEY CODE I X Z

23 2

3 ( f/4•/ V••- 3.

4 PVX - -4

6i- - - CD __

6l r 6rp 7+

9__._ _ _ . ..._o P _ _ 3

SPAIT' C"•X.
2 2

3 3 - Cos

5 4fA •vCD ,¢' r
6 X -T 6 xc
7 _7

2 _ ___ - 2 PNT D " -
3 K(, 3 y-,#
4 _ 4 _

7 0 q ' 7 .

9 1 9
0 0 ___ _

2 __ __ý 2L -

3 0 3 _e

6 Ps.... 6PlT D
7 1 , 7 PM

3 Sig

_6 -X
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STEP KEY CODE .XC z SIEP KFY CODE "
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Storage Registers

STORAGE

000 040 V, 080 R.,
o00 -1 -T 04 Z 081 c-C .
002 042 082 k~
003 -= 043 V1 083 RA

004 044 084 C• .3
005 _ 045 Z- 085 Kkw

006 K 046 V; 06 006

007 I<.I•. V/O 047 A -3 087 Co Dn

0 i08 Oa Opp- 048 -;- 088 1-

009 W 049 V- 089 RA I
010 A o0o A-* 090 CZA 6
o1 D 051 o -a 091 1', 0

012 7"O,,C: 052 V, 092 /R
013 - 053 AZ- 093 Co 6' L

014 A•" 054 ' 094 KP'

0.15 C>'o 055 ¼ o 095 Rr;
016 Z 056 AZ0 C 7 o

017 Du) 057 j5W 097 K
18 DH 058 V7 - 098 A

019 059 A7- 099 CDR
020 ,.,s+D, 0 Z- 100 fo -<
021 H 061 y; 101 PLOcT

022 . 062 A, 102 PLor k

023 u- 063 7z 103 PLo'r -.
024 ' 064 V 104 PLOT

025s 9w 065 4 0DS P-•O Z)

026 :5:DW 066 Z 106 PThT
027 Z 067 107 P•RO

028 ou 06 1108PT
029 069

030 070 /.
031 " 071 A•i
032 -• 072 7-1z

033 . 073 "V12.
034 07r4074 AZ--
035 • 075 .-0/

On 076 6---o
037 T 077 R8
038 7erP 070 C '.
039j- Onm
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3.5.7 SAMPLE INPUT/OUTPUT PRINT AND PLOT

The following are copies of the HP Printed Tape for Test No. 5 in Section 4.

A. No Intermediate
Altitude Print

PROG#77.0oBP

3-DIM.TETHER
TEST ON SURF

RUN#l io 0oi: AH 4003.890
10000.000 HT

4000.000 5996.110
3.142 TTE'NS

1.250 3271.459
,2.000 C.ELEV.ANG

20.000 35.932
180.000 LENGTH

3200.000 7290.000

85.000 WT
1458800

WINDS V.D
10000.000 1122.263

25.000 HPI,L
180.000 1476.213

3000.984
8500.000 3344.415

40.000 AZ.TO BLN
a25.000 B.LRG63.807

7000.000 .EL.ANG60.849
50.000 S.R

270.000 6865.745C.Az

6i00.000 85.548
60.000 X +E

300.000 3000.984

4000.000 1476.213
20,000 OPT.ENT

315.000 0-NEW PROS
2-LOW CYCLES
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YUN RUN# RUN#

8,LT A A.L'T .,Z S. RLT/AZ87000.00 6000.000

225.000 270.000 300,000
32O,: 3200,000 3200,0005 . 1)0 85. 000 85.000

CABLE HOR ON SURF ON SURFALT ALT ALT8089.653 4007.570 400b.953HT HT HT410.347 2992.430 1994.04?TENS TENS TENS3209.964 
3171.082 

3174.239
C.ELEV.ANG C.ELEV.ANG C.ELEVANG-0.136 56.523 6.2
LENGTH LENGTH LENGTH

8280.000 3258.. .000TUT UT UT'
165.600 65.160 41.480V.n Y.D V.D
120.934 477.637 198.685H I L HPIL

8267.066 1113.406 520.4782.584 369.571 28.0878267.066 1173. 139 521.235AZ.TO BLN AZ.TO BLN AZ.TO BLN45.01'- 108.362 123.089B.EL.ANG B.EL.ANG B.EL.ANG2.842 68.593 75.351S.R S.R S.R8277.244 3214.170 2061.046C.AZ C.AZ C.Az45.074 113.851 124.851X +E X +E X +E5847.525 1113.406 436.703Y +N Y +N Y +N5843.871 -369.571 -284.563
PROG#77.007P
3-DIM.TETHER
TEST
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Lt, 1"kll Pr'int of
All Into,'modimtoAltituida L)uI

9 0605 A, ,Altltudo, flottom Fhmt

0,000 -

PF•0;w??0•;p 0,i0•. !

3.-"DI NTTHER 1e 0, O0e Q ý',K Ckbhe l~ongti
TE $ 'T, 6k•0 W, t 'fblu Wigiat

RUN#t I I Wh ,, A~l~it~uh of \Wind10000.000 141 , QA 0 r/it +/L
5 a

3, 1i• .0,61 1ynolda Nmboe'

$3, 0001' 4' 0 - VD,1, vur't. Dr'u comnpi'ont

DSi
40,6"" "

10 • 0, 00 9 6 41 .. •, -s a 4 tart of 11ext OW Io Iont
179,. 101 printout

a " 0, 000 , 9 .-

4 0 0. r0 0.,1o. 000 0

?', •'000.000
2?0,000 7'0. 000

60.000
:?,00,000 106"71 a, 00•

315.000 28.40,
31 , 100 460244

45 1 11
1.049

1. 265
83. 446

3 193. 433
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'17, 00W1

40 14 .. 160

400 $94

,HT

17 49, 1,99IHG'
~ LENGTH

1, .o- y,0

00 145'. M)0

I1,,04 H"I. L

Q , 1,• 1 2a, Z,161

15, 9 6 1 3000 ,9$4
3344.415• Fi,9R.,TO EBLN

63807U400 ,890 8, •L.,AHN

14. $ - S R
5996,.110 6865.7,145
147•13 AZ
300.984 x E 9548

,'=900 •.•30500 904
145.800 Y +

1476.213
314,971 OP ,EtIT
265.520 O-NE11 PROB
49.450 ,'-LOW, CYCLES

7:1375, 0;23

0 .080
1.979

1, 094
1.279

0.028:35,9:32
3271.459
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In the printouts above, Case A shows the input data for a balloon at 10, 000 ft.

left side of the first page which is followed immediately with the surface or winch

data on the right side of the page. At the end, an Option 2 or lower altitude cycle

rerun mode was selected from the two choices provided. On the next page, Runs

2, 3, and 4 are shown. Run 2, for example. indicates the balloon is at 8500 ft with

a wind azimuth of 225'. The same values of FT and 9 as in Run 1 were entered;

an approximation since FT and 0 change with altitude and wind speed. Computation

then commences leading directly to the surface or winch conditions. Run 3 auto-

matically follows. Since 6000 ft is the last altitude above the surface in the wind

field table (in Run 1), the Run 4 for this altitude is the last of the possible rerun

cycles. The program therefore terminates by going back to the start, reprints the

title, and is ready for a new problem.

On the next page, Case B, the same balloon problem is used in the basic form

of the program where all parameters are printed at intermediate altitudes between

the balloon and surface. The altitudes are determined by the location of the bottom

end-point of each cable element and are therefore a function of the element length

selected and the elevation angle of each element. On the right side of the page, the

parameters for an altitude of 9820. 685 ft, the bottom of the first element, are shown

followed by 9641. 584 ft for the second element. On the next page, the last two

intermediate points are shown before the final surface or winch condition printout.

These final winch figures agree with those in Case A, Run 1, since all input data

for both cases was identical.

The plot for this problem is then shown. All notations are added; none are

produced by the program except the point symbols noted in Section 3. 5. 1. Tick-

mark intervals of 500 ft for all spacial dimensions and 500 lb for the tension were

selected as part of the input data. A tension rounding factor of 3 made the initial

FT round from 3200 lb to 3000 lb thereby placing the 3000-lb tick mark in the middle

of the upper (tension axis). The 3200 lb starting value may be seen to lie at the

correct location to the right of the 3000-lb tick.

Because of the unusual cable properties selected to illustrate large cable rota-

tion (cable diam = 1. 25 in. and weighing only 20 lb per 1000 ft), the tension tends

to remain constant and then increases above its starting value as it approaches the

winch. In the more typical heavy cable used in tethered balloon work, the tension

usually decreases with decreasing altitude.

The winds changing from south past westerly moving down from the balloon

produced a large amount of cable turning as may be noted in the H-I plot which is

really an XB-YB plot looking vertically down from above the balloon. Due to the

input value of wind azimuth at the balloon, 1800, the north direction is vertical

along the H-axis toward the top of the paper. The balloon, always pointing down

the paper at the intersection of the H-I axes, is "looking" into a south wind. The
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westerly winds on the cable below the balloon, coming from the left, "turn" the

cable in that direction. The end of the H-I plot represents the winch location. Final

values of location, azimuth of the balloon from the winch, and cable out azimuth

may be scaled from the plot and seen to agree with the printed figures. The two

vertical projections of the cable position, Z-H and Z-I, can be seen to be consistent

with the H-I plot since all three are at the same scale.

The cable elevation angle, 0 , decreases from 850 at the balloon to 35. 9' at the

winch. In the full-size 10-in. X 15-in. plot, 0 = 90° is 9 in. to the right of the

Z axis. Knowing that the two vertical axes are 8 in. apart on the full scale plot, it

is possible to ascertain the scale of 0 on any plot reproduced to a smaller size.
2Similarly, since the scale of q is 2 lb/ft per in. on a 10 in. X 15 in. plot, the

scale on a plot of reduced size may be ascertained by reference to the distance be-

tween the two vertical axes.

Note that the dynamic pressure, q, is based on the wind velocity normal to

each cable element and is therefore a function of the wind velocity squared, the

atmospheric density, the elevation angle, 0, and the wind incidence angle, at. In

this particular example, q reaches a maximum at 6000 ft where the wind is a

J• maximum. If for example, the cable elevation angle at this point were 200 instead

2+!;! Iof an apparent 52', the dynamic pressure would be reduced due to the smaller wind

vector normal to the cable.

4. PROBLEM SOLUTIONS

Some examples of the solution to various tethered balloon cable problems will

serve to indicate; (1) the ability to handle some of the intricacies involved in working

with azimuth angles in a three-dimensional solution, and (2) the usefulness in ad-

vanced design efforts. Discussions here on the use of Program No. 77. 007 apply

equally to No. 77. 007P.

4.1 Problems for Testing Program 77.007 and 77.007P Operation

4.1. 1 1800 AZIMUTH AMBIGUITY-TESTS 1 AND 2

A. Test I

A sample problem used in Reference 1, Program No. 76. 006 will be utilized

here as Test No. 1. In this example of a two-dimensional problem, the wind was

reversed 180' in direction between altitudes of 10, 000 and 8000 ft by changing the

sign of the wind magnitude in the wind profile entries in 76. 006. In the case of this

type of two-dimensional problem operated in the Program No. 77. 007, the same

reversal was first entered by a change in azimuth as shown before.
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User Entries 76. 006 77. 007

Balloon Altitude, ft MSL 14, 000 14,000
Surface Altitude, ft MSL 4, 000 4,000
Internal CD Computations v (Yes) 7r (Yes)

Cable Diameter, in. 0, 28 0. 28
Cable Weight/100 ft, lb 25.0 25.0
Element Length (K), ft 500.0 500. 0
Balloon Total Force, lb 1385.0 1385.0
Total Force Elev. Angle, deg 79.4 79.4

Wind Field
Z 14, 000 14,000
Wind, knots 25 25
Azimuth, deg 180

Z 10,000 10,000
Wind, knots 60 60
Azimuth, deg 180

Z 8,000 8,000
Wind, knots -15 15
Azimuth, deg 0

Z 5,000 5,000
Wind, knots -30 30
Azimuth, deg 0

Z 4,000 4,000
Wind, knots -20 20
Azimuth, deg 0

The final surface output parameters common to both programs were in agree-

ment except for one particular aspect. In the two-dimensional program, the wind

direction reversal takes place only in the sense that the wind velocity decreases

from positive through zero to negative values. Thus the program retains the single

vertical plane containing the cable, a horizontal plot shows a straight-line projec-

tion of the cable, and while not computed or printed, a value of I equal to zero is

inferred. Figure 6 illustrates the straight line obtained in an X-Y (H-I) plot of

the 76. 006 output.

Also shown is the 77. 007 output which has a final value of I equal to -719 ft.,

This is caused by the rotation of the wind azimuth from 1800 at an altitude of

10, 000 ft to 0* at an altitude of 8000 ft. Thus the cable experiences a side force in

this region and turns in azimuth. As can be noted in Figure 6, most of the bend is

completed at 8000 ft altitude and no curvature in the horizontal plane occurs from

that point to the surface. This effect is correct for the conditions specified by the

particular way in which the wind was entered. If a south wind diminishing from

60 knots to zero followed by a north wind increasing from zero to 15 knots is the

true condition, then additional points should be specified. If a single point at 8400 ft,

0 knots at 1800 were specified (this is the zero wind velocity intercept between 10, 000

and 8000) no bend would occur above 8400 ft. However, a bend would then take

place between 8400 ft and 8000 ft if an end of a cable element fell within that area.
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Therefore to reduce the probability of any bend, two sets of entries 1 ft apart is

suggested for these cases where all winds are in the same or opposite direction.

Foi this case, they would be:

Z 8400
Wind 0
Azimuth 180

Z 8399
Wind 0
Azimuth 0

When these are included in the wind table and a run is made, there is exact agree-

ment with the two-dimensional program; that is, no side displacement occurs.

(Ye)
H

2000 1000 -1000 -2000 I(X8)

I000
Z. I0,00ft

2000

11 Z2SOO0ft

3000 ,

4000,

WINCH LOCATION•ooo• •NO. 77,007
WINCH LOCATION 8

NO. 76 06 Is-719
H-5130

IN(O)

Figure 6. Plan View of Cable, Balloon Origin,
XB-YB Axes, Test 1

B. Test 2--180o Azimuth Rotation

In Test 1 the cable moved to a minus value of I when a wind azimuth inter-

polation between 1800 and 00 was called for between 10, 000 ft and 8000 ft. This

indicates that counterclockwise rotation of wind azimuth will occur when an exact

1800 turn is encountered. To show this, the following problem was established.
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l:alloon Aliitude, ft MSL. 10, 000
Surface Altitude, ft MSL 4, 000
Internal C1) Computations r (Yes)

Cable Diameter, in. 0. 28
Cable Weight/1000 ft. lb 25.0
Element Length (K), ft 500. 0

Balloon Total Force, lb 2000.0
Total Force Elev. Angle, deg 85.0

Wind Field Test 2A Test 2B Test 2C
Z 10,000 10,000 10,000
Wind, knots 25 25 25
Azimuth, deg 270 270 270

Z 9000 9000 9000
Wind, knots 50 50 50
Azimuth, deg 90 89 91

Z 4000 4000 4000
Wind, knots 25 25 25
AziLj'uth, deg 90 89 91

The program will always assume a rotation of wind azimuth between specified

input points to the less than 180* direction. In Figure 7, the H-I plot shows that

the cable responds by a move to the right (-I) from balloon to winch indicating a

wind from the right quadrant for both Tests 2A and Test 2C. Therefore, when an

exact 180' reversal is presented (2A), the data indicates that the wind rotation

will be counterclockwise the same as in 2C where, between 10, 000 and 9000 ft, a

179' rotation from 270' through 180' to 91' is known to occur. In Test 2B the

rotation of 179' would proceed from 270' through 0' to 89' or retain winds from

the left quadrant in Figure 7. In this way, very different winch locations are

indicated.

In summation, this demonstration shows the desirability of never specifying

two adjacent wind azimuths exactly 180' apart. If there is any knowledge that

would aid in better defining the direction of rotation an intermediate point should

be part of the wind field input.
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-500 I
WINCH LOCATIONS

TEST 2B TEST 2A t1FTEST 2C

-400 I
H( ) I

-300 /
I

F-200I
Figure 7. Plan View of Cable

H(tt) Balloon Origin, X B-YB Axes,/100- Test 2
-(00 I

IoI
0 I XB

100-

20~0
100 0 -00 -200

I (ft)

4. 1.2 EFFECT OF SELECTED VALUE OF ELEMENT
LENGTH-TEST 3

Unless a value for the length of the cable element, K, used in the computations

as specified, a value equal to 1 percent of the height or difference between the

balloon and surface altitude is program-selected. In order to determine a reason-

able value of K such that the number of program interactions and running time be

minimized, a series of runs was made with K varying between 0. 1 of 1 percent to

10 percent of the height. While this was done for only one specific problem-height,

balloon force, cable specifications, and wind field-it does indicate something

about the desirable order of magnitude of the K value.
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'rest 3 consisted of the following entries:

Balloon Altitude, ft MSL 14,000
Surface Altitude, ft MSL 4,000
Internal CD Computations 7T (Yes)

Cable Diameter, in. 0.28

Cable Weight/ 1000 ft, lb 25.0
Element Length (K), ft Varies, see below

Balloon Total Force, lb 3,200.0
Total Force Elev. Angle, deg 85.0
Wind Field

Z 14,000 Z 10,000
Wind, knots 25 Wind, knots 40
Azimuth, deg 180 Azimuth, deg 300

Z 13,000 Z 8500
Wind, knots 25 Wind, knots 30
Azimuth, deg 225 Azimuth, deg 270

Z 11,000 Z 4000
Wind, knots 35 Wind, knots 15
Azimuth, deg 270 Azimuth, deg 210
K Values

ft 1000 500 400 200 100 50 10

%of ZBZs 10 5 4 2 1 .1 .1

Each of the K values was used in a run with three different printouts. Mag-

netic program cards were made up in three different forms as follows:

(a) Print of final output at the surface only,

(b) Print of Z, H, and I at end of each cable element plus
final output at the surface,

(o) Complete print of program output as written-all parameters

at end of each cable element plus final output at the surface.

The time required to run; (a) each of the 21 combinations without plotting

(77. 007), and (b) some combinations with plotting (77. 007P) was also measured.

Table 3 presents the values of several computed parameters. The values for a K

value of 10 ft (0. 1 of 1 percent of ZB-Zs) were taken as having zero error and were

used as a base for error determination for other K values. These errors, shown

in Figure 8, indicate that a K value of approximately 3 percent of Z1-ZS would

assure less than I percent error in most of the parameters. The lack of smooth-

ness in the error curves can be attributed to the manner in which the final surface

altitude is reached. A function of the K length and cable elevation angle, the sur-

face intercept can show somewhat random error. This in turn can introduce addi-

tional smaller errors in other parameters.

However, the general trends are indicative of the error in using too large a

K value such as 10 percent of Z B-ZS
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4. 1.3 SOLUTION CHECK FOR ALL BALLOON POINTING

AZIMUTHS-LARGE CABLE-TESTS 4 THROUGH 12

The cables specified in previous tests have small diameters. They are typical
of the type of cables selected for tethered balloon operation with a high strength-
to-weight ratio so that small diameters are possible thereby minimizing drag loads
as well as cable weight. With small drag loading, the cable is less sensitive to
winds and in particular, winds from the side will not produce large deflections
easily shown on an X-Y plot. In order to clearly show large movement of the cable

and illustrate that this program can properly handle large cable turns, a peculiar
type of cable will be specified in this group of tests. In addition, the wind field will
include some large wind speeds.

A large cable diameter of 1. 25 in. together with winds of large magnitudes will
produce significant drag. A cable weight of only 20 lb per 1000 ft insures that cable
weight will not predominate in the calculations of cable deflections. (This is not a
real cable. ) Other input data include:

ZB 10, 000 ft MSL

Z 4 4,000 ft MSL

Internal CD 77 (Yes)

K 180 ft

FT 3, 200 lb

e 85 deg

and the tlowing wind profiles:

Wind A zimuth, deg
"- de Speed Test Test Test Test Test Test Test Test Test

-'.IS L knots 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
10,000 25 180 180 180 270 270 0 0 90 90
8,500 40 180 225 135 315 225 45 315 135 45
7,000 50 180 270 90 0 180 90 270 180 0
6,000 60 180 300 60 30 150 120 240 210 330
4,000 20 180 315 45 45 135 135 225 225 315

Test 4 is a two-dimensional problem since the complete wind profile shows wind
from the south (1800). The balloon therefore points towards 180' and the winch lies
south of the balloon. Hence the azimuth from the winch to the balloon and the azi-
muth of the cable leaving the winch should be 0° as was computed (see Table 4).

The same problem could be run in Program 7 6. 006 since it is a two-dimensional
condition.
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Table 4. Output Parameters -Tests 4 Through 12

Test Surface Height Tension, cable El. Cable Cable Tot.Vert. Baln.El. Slant D stance
No. Altitude Winch Angle Length Weight Drag Angle Rangeth

ft ft tb deg ft lb lb dog ft ft
4 4005.25 5994.75 3124.00 28.89 8046 160.92 1517.72 52.20 7586.43 4649.39

5-12 4003.89 5996.11 3271.11 35.93 7290 1.45.80 1122.26 60.85 6865.74 1476.21

L IDistance Distance Azimuth to Cable out X Y

I-i L Balloon Azimuth + East + North
!;•ft ft deg deg ft ft

4 0 4649.39 0 0 0 4649.39

5 3000.98 3344.42 63.81 85.55 3000.98 1476.21
6 -3000.90 3344.42 296.19 274.45 -3000.98 1476.21
7 3000.98 3344.42 153.81 175.55 1476.21 -3000.98
8 -3000.98 33#4.42 26.19 4.45 1476.21 3000.98
9 3000,98 3344.42 243.81 265.55 -3000.98 -1476.21

10 -3000.98 3344.42 116.19 94.45 3000.98 -1476.21
11 3000.98 3344.42 333.81 355.55 -1476.21 3000.98
12 -3000.98 3344.42 206.19 184.45 -1476.21 -3000.98

While the wind speed profiles for Tests 4 through 12 are all the same, the

azimuth profiles of Test 5 through Test 12 indicate winds turning in azimuth as

the altitude decreases. In Tests 5 through 12 there is essentially the same degree

of turning in order to represent the balloon pointing In 4 different directions with

the cable subjected to winds approaching 900 from either side of the cable. The

wind azimuths In Tests 6, 8, 10, and 12 are mirror images of those in Tests 5,

7, 9, and 11 respectively. They were selected in order to show positive and

negative values of the displacement, I, and to produce a wide range of cable and

balloon azimuth angles and X and Y values on the surface. (Section 3. 5. 7 contains

the tape output for Test 5 only. ) Table 4 contains the final output values to illustrate;

4 (1) parameters such as tension, cable elevation angle, cable length, slant range,

etc., are identical for all tests as they should be; and (2) that balloon and cable

azimuth angles and the geographic-axis displacements X and Y differ as expected.

Figure 10 illustrates the eight H-I or XB-YB plots of these tests to show that

the parameters--azimuth to the balloon from the winch and the azimuth of the cable

leaving the winch-are consistent, and therefore properly handled through the 0°

to 360° boundary.
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Figure 10. Plan Views of Cables, BalalloonOrigin, XB-.YB Axes, Tests 5 Through 12

4.1. 4 TRENDS IN CABLE ROTATION DUE TO WIND AZIMUTH
ROTATION--LARGE CABLE--TESTS 13 THROUGH 18

The balloon and cable specifications and the magnitude of the wind used in

Tests 4 through 12 were retained in Tests 13 through 18. As shown in Figure 11,

the azimuth angles of the wind on the cable were varied; (a) in Tests 13 through 16

to greater amounts of clockwise rotation than Test 5, and (b) in Tests 17 and 18
through less severe rotation clockwise then counterclockwise.

The H-1 (XB-YB) plot in Figure 12 indicates the tightness of the cable turn

produced by very severe wind azimuth rotation. When Figure 12 is transferred in

Figure 13 to a common winch set of axes, X w-Yw, a clearer picture of the balloon

movement with variations in wind rotation on the cable is possible. Because the

balloon in these particular tests is pointing exactly south (180° azimuth), the

Xw-Yw axes in Figure 13 are also the X-Y or geographical axes with North pointing
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up the Y AXo1, It CIAn be seen that the greatest aniount of wind rotation (Test 16)
pluv~es the balloon closest to the winc~h In this horiz.ontal projection of the c•able

geomoetrly. The winch/balloons in Tests 17 and 18 and in Test 4, the two-dimensional

case, are outside the boundaries of Figures 12 and 13. The length of the cable re-
quiroed in each of the tests, as shown below, decreases with proximity to the winch

as projected in the horizontal plane,

Horizontal Distance
Test Number Balloon to Winch Length Cable

4 4649 8046
18 4445 7920
17 4285 7812

J 5 3344 7290
"13 2425 6786
14 1192 6300
15 828 6210
16 515 6120

Min Possible C. Length
ZB -ZS 6000

The two-dimensional case, winds all from the same direction (Test 4), produces

the greatest displacement and cable length.

J\
IOI

9000-

WIND
SPEED
TESTS8000o 4-18

7000

6000

5000-
4

is 17 TEST5 13 14 11
4000'I Ii ..200 240 1280 320 40 801 20 40 60

WIND AZIMUTH (DEG) 360 WIND SPEED (knots)

Figure 11. Wind Profiles, Tests 4, 5, and 13 Through 18
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Figure 12. Plan View of Cables, Common Balloon Origin, XB-YB Axes,
Tests 4, 5, and 13 Through 18B B

TEST 4
X-0 SALN,LOC TS
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1200
TEST 17, Y -3384
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400-r1 
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-400-

-800LI
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Figure 13, Plan View of Cables, Common Winch Origin, X-Y Axes,
Tests 4, 5, and 13 Through 18
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Figure 14 presents the variation of tension and elevation angle with altitude for

some of these tests. Test 5 maintains the highest level of tension of all the tests.

In this case the tension at the winch is greater than at the balloon. Its elevation

angle at the winch is only 360. While Test 16 produces a very vertically aligned

cable (at 6000 ft it is nearly vertical) the tension decreases down the cable to a

minimum at the winch. The more tkan 8000 ft of cable in Test 4 enters the winch

at a very low 290 elevation angle. While these effects are all exaggerated cases

due to the very lightweight large-diameter cable, they illustrate the necessity to

make computations over a wide range of possible meteorological conditions, if

precise information on cable behavior is wanted for many different types of flying

days.

9000

8000"

n 7000

6000 -

4 16 13 5 4 5 13 16

400CF0 0  3100 3200 3300 0 20 40 60 80 90

TENSION, T(Ib) CABLE ELEVATION ANGLE, 8(DEG)

Figure 14. Cable Tension and Elevation Angle Variation with Altitude,
Tests 4, 5, 13, and 16

4.1.5 EXTREME CABLE ROTATION WITH BALLOON IN

ALL QUADRANTS-LOW ALTITUDE CYCLES-TEST 19

The following problem is introduced to illustrate; (a) a corkscrew-like cable

geometry which extends through all 4 H-I quadrants, and (b) the use of a lower alti-

tude cycles for static evaluation of the balloon during ascent or decent. Again, a
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large diameter and extremely lightweight cable is utilized to obtain the exaggeration

desired and is not an available product.

Max. Balloon Alt, ZB 10, 000 ft MSL

Surface Alt, ZS 0 ft MSL

CD 1.0

Cable Diameter 2. 0 in.

Weight per 1000 ft 10 lb

Element Length K 250 ft

Balloon Total Force 3200 lb (also used at all lower alts)

Angle of Total Force 850

Z 10,000 7000 4000 1000
Wind 25 40 40 40
AZ 180 45 180 315

Z 9000 6000 3000 0
Wind 35 40 40 40
AZ 270 90 225 0

Z 8000 5000 2000
Wind 40 40 40
AZ 0 135 270

Note that the wind magnitude from 8000 ft to the surface is 40 knots and that a con-

stant CD = 1. 0 is used in this problem.

Figure 15 is the H-I (XB-Y B) plot with the balloon at 10, 000 ft showing that the cable

extends in a spiral through all 4 H-I quadrants. Figure 16 shows the Z-H and Z-I

vertical views of the cable (at a different scale than Figure 15) to show the tightness

of the spiral.

Figure 15 was then converted to an XW-YW plot, Figure 17a. Again, because

the azimuth of the wind at the balloon at 10, 000 ft is 180% these axes canbe con-

sidered as X-Y with North up the paper. The cable for ZB = 10, 000 ft is shown

appearing smaller than in Figure 15 due to the reduced scale.

The X and Y values from the lower balloon altitude cycle runs (Option 2) were
then plotted as points on Figure 17a. The wind azimuth at the balloon at each of the

1000 ft levels was used to "aim" the small balloons (drawn thereon) into the wind.

Each is annotated with balloon altitude. As would be expected with the wind field

established for this test, the balloon travels through a spiral path relative to the

winch during ascent from the surface to 10, 000 ft.

In the interests of clarity in Figure 17, the cable plan views are drawn only

for balloon altitudes of 10, 000, 8000, 6000, and 4000 ft. In spite of the widely

dispersed balloon locations, the cable leaving the winch remains within a 45° to

155" range of azimuths at all balloon altitude, Figure 17b.

This type of exaggerated case also causes the cable tension to increase moving

from balloon to surface, Figure 18a. At all lower balloon altitudes, the winch

tension is larger than the starting tension, 3200 lb. The largest tension is at the
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winch except for balloon altitudes of 5000, 6000, and 7000 ft where slightly higher

values exist somewhere along the cable.

-4001

-200
N

C -X

200

400

600

WINCH

I , , I iI i , , i,

400 200 0 -200 -400 - 600 -800 -1000
I Ift)

Figure 15. Plan View of Cable, Balloon Origin, X -Y Axes,
Test 19
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Figure 17, Plan View of Cable with 1alloon at Various Altitudes,
Common Winch Origin, X-Y Axes, Test 19
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a, BALLOON AT 10 000 It, b, BALLOON AT INDICATED ALTITUDE,
CABILE TENSION WINCH TENSION

10100 .......

G0OOD-

(MAX TENSION EXCEEDS
INCH TENSION

6000 - SOMEWHERE IN CABLE)

S4000 /

2000 -

/1
04100 3j2o0 3300 3400 3200 3300 3400 3500

TENSION (0b)

Figure 18. Tension-Test 19

4. 1.6 C.IHANGES WHEN LESS EXTREME CABLES OR AZIMUTH

HOTATIONS ARE INTROI)UCEI)--TESTS 19 THROUGI-H 24

The problem in Test 19 used a severely rotating wind field and a l1rge light-

weight cable to illustrate a spiral rotation of the cable. Tests 20 through 24 retain

the same wind magnitudes as in Test 19 but vary other parameters.

Test 20 uses the same cable but is a two-dimensional case with the winds at all

levels from the same direction. In Figure 19, the effect may be noted as large

increases in downwind displacement and in cable length and a very low cable eleva-

tion angle at the winch,

Tests 23 and 21 are three-dimensional and two-dimensional repeats of the same

problem as Test 19 and 20 except with a smaller diametur cable (0. 5 In. ) to reduce

the drag components. While winch tensions show a small decrease over rests 19

and 20, the elevation angles are increased and the cable length, (in the two-dimen-

sional case) is greatly reduced,
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Figure 19. Vertical Views of Cable, Tests 19 Through 24

Tests 24 and 22 are three -dimensional and two-dimensional repeats of the

0" same problems except that the cable is brought into a completely realistic specifica-

tion by an increase in weight to 100 lb per 1000 ft with a diameter of 0. 5 inches. In

the comparison of two-dimensional cases, the cable length and down range displace-

ment increase, but the winch tension is significantly reduced. In the comparison of

three-dimensional cases, the winch tension is similarly reduced without much

change in cable elevation angle.

Tests 23 and 24 both exhibit a different form of cable rotation in the plan view

3than Test 19. The effect of the smaller drag producing cable is similar in both

Tests 23 and 24, therefore Figure 20 includes results for only rest 24. In the H-I

plot-left side-the cable becom~es vertical at some Altitude and produces the sharp

discontinuity shown thereon. This is the special case, discussed in Section 3. 2. 8b

I which required special computational handling within the programs. On the right

side of ,'igure 20, a portion of the vertical-plane plots of Z-H and Z-1 show that the

cable goes vertical at an altitude of approximately 6600 ft. These comparisons

indicate that a practical tether cable will rarely produce the spiral cable configura-

tion in a wind field showing continuous rotation with changes in altitude. More likely

is the form shown in Figure 20 with, in addition, a decrease in cable tension as

one moves down the cable to the surface, as with Test 24.
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Figure 20. Plan and Vertical Views of Cable, Test 24

4,2 Probleina for Testing Program 77.007H Operation

When Test 24 was completed in a Program 77. 007 run, Option 3 was selected

to call in Program 77. 007B. This ostablilshed a fixed cable length of 10, 075 ft

which was found in the Test 24 solution (Col. 1 below). The wind profile for Teat

22, a two-dimensional case-wind all from same direction-with wind magnitudes

the same as Tests 19 through 24, was introduced as an input into Program 77. 007B.

This test will therefore be designated as Test 24. 22.
Some of the output is shown in Col. 2 below. It indicates that the balloon has

descended from an altitude of 10, 000 ft (Test 24) to 8980 ft (Ilest 24. 22) in the

presence of the two-dimqnsional wind. To indicate consistency within the programs,

the altitude of 8980 ft waf next entered in Program 77. 007 and a solution made again

with same cable and winds used with 77. 007B. The surface output, Col. 3, exactly

duplicates the Program 77, 007B output. If a printout and/or plot of cable param-

eters vs altitude were required, this is the procedure to follow after a 77. 00711

solution.
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(1) (2) (3)

Test 24 Test 24. 22 Test 22. 22
77.007 77.00713 77. 007

Program No.:

iln2ut Data

Balloon Alt. 10, 000 - 8, 980
Winds 3-dim. 2-dim. 2-dim.
Cable Length - 10,075 -
FT 3,200 3, 200 3, 200
0 85 85 85

Output Data

Balloon Alt. - 8,980
Cable Length 10,075 10. 075 10, 075
Winch Tension 2, 219 2, 322 2, 322
Cable Elev. Angle 82.0 42. 8 42.8
Azim. to Baln. 352.0 0 0
Cable Azimuth 48. 8 0 0
X -139 0 0
Y 990 4.054 4,054

4.3 Practical Problems-High Altitude Tethered Balloon

Since the developments of these programs were predicated on their need in

solving advanced tethered balloon problems, some illustrative cases are pertinent

here. As described in Reference 1, there is an AFGL plan to tether a balloon at

an altitude of 20 km (65, 616 ft MSL). Two-dimensional cable problems and their

solutions were presented in Reference 1, Section 5, utilizing Program No. 76. 006.

4.3. 1 FIXED BALLOON ALTITUDE

To illustrate the effect of winds having directions that vary with altitude on the

cable design and system performance, one of the aforementioned two-dimensional

problems will be repeated and expanded here into three dimensions. The basic

problem using the design wind magnitude profile, the internal drag coefficient

computations, and the same cable as shown in Reference 1, Table 3, Line 3 was

selected as a typical high-altitude problem. Test 25, with its input shown below,

is a repeat of that problem using wind azimuths at all altitudes equal to 2700 to

provide the comparable two-dimensional case in Program 77. 007.
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Input - reat 25

Z * 65,616 ft Z = 65.616 ft Z = 36,000

Z = 4400 ft Wd = 25 knots Wd = 26

Diamr 0. 3 in. AZ = 270 deg AZ = 270

Wt 25.0lb/100 ft Z = 52.500 Z = 29,500

K = 1000ft Wd = 15 Wd = 18

FT = 3073 lb AZ = 270 AZ = 270
-0 = 81.6 deg Z = 42,500 Z = 5500

Wd = 27. 5 Wd = 9

AZ = 270 AZ = 270

Z = 4400

Wd = 8

AZ = 270

The output parameters, shown in the first line of Table 5A agree with those of

Reference 1. Tests 26 through 30 were then run with the same input as Test 25

except for wind azimuth. The azimuths, Figure 21, were widely varied from test

to test: those used in Test 29 represent a greater than 360* continuous azimuth

rotation between the balloon and the surface.

WIND SPEED (knots)
0 10 20 30 40

801000I I I I

DESIGN WIND MAGNITUDETESTS 25-30J
60.000 TABLE 5A and 8

(UPPER ALT.Zý MAGN.
o 'INCREASE

• 40,000- TABLE 5C-

T-3

--T-25 T-27 T2

20,000- T-2 T-28

" - -S U R E" I I I I
0
270 0 90 180 270

WIND AZIMUTH (DEG)

Vigure 21. Wind Profiles, Tests 25 Through 30

In Table 5A it may be noted that the widely varying azimuth conditions intro-

duced in Tests 26 through 30 produced little change in the tension at the winch but

increased the cable elevation angle at the winch seemingly in proportion to the

"severity" of the azimuth rotation. Cable length was decreased by small amounts

but the balloon decreased its horizontal displacement from the winch by as much

As F0 percent. lor a given fixed profile of wind magnitude, the _hlanges in wind

direction act principally to Improve (Incrense) cable elevation angle at the winch

and to improve (decrease) btlloon displacement.
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For the condition of fixed balloon altitude-cable length varied to maintain the

height-and fixed balloon wind magnitude, two conclusions seem to be in order.
(a) If the cable "reaches" the surface when any two-dimensional wind profile

(°constant azimuth) typo of problem is solved, the tension at the winch will never
be more than a few percent higher than that computed for a zero-wind case, In

R'Heforence 1, for the same balloon and cable, various wind magnitude profiles on

the cable produced the same tension at the winch in spite of widely varying cable

lengths, total cable weights, and drag forces. Therefore, the tension calculated

with the simple no-wind (on the cable) relationship

TW n FT - Wt of Cable= FT -(Length X Cable Density)

ol'

TW FT (ZB-Z) X Cable Density

or

TW.- 3073 - (65,816 - 4400) X (25/1000) 1542.6 lb

is within I lb of the tension computed in Test 25.
(b) When in any two-dimensional wind profile type of problem the total vertical

drag is found to be less than the total cable weight, a change to any azimuth profile

(three-dimensional with same wind magnitude) will cause little significant change in

the winch tension provided the cable "reaches" the surface. There are even some

combinations of unusual cables and heights investigated (see Tests 4 and 5, Table 4)

where the vertical drag may exceed the cable weight without the wind azimuth

variations causing excessive adverse tension changes.

Increases in the wind magnitude at the balloon can of course, change the balloon

total force and therefore, the winch tension and modify the above statements; as

will be shown in Section 4. 3. 2b.

4.3.2 FIXED CABLE LENGTH

(a) Effect of Wind Azimuth Change

If the cable length, 62, 600 ft found for the conditions specified in Test 30 above
is held fixed, the winds (varying only in azimuth) from some of the previous tests

may be introduced through 77. 007B to determine resulting new balloon altitudes

and cable conditions. Test 30. 29 in Table 5B, for example, is a combination of the

Test 30 cable length with Test 29 winds. The balloon total force and angle used in

these tests are held fixed at 3073 and 81. 6. This is admittedly imprecise but
sufficiently close enough to illustrate trends in the system behavior that are due

principally to changes in the wind azimuths.
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donTable 5B indicates the results of such runs. As expected, the balloon is moved

down in altitude from the original 65, 616 ft when the degree of rotation of the wind

between the balloon and the surface is less severe than the "base" wind (Test 30).

For the two-dimensional wind case (Test 30. 25), the balloon drops 2300 ft in alti-

tude. Its downrange displacement nearly doubles; 10, 467 to 19, 478 ft. The cable

elevation angle at the winch is reduced from 70 to 560 with a tension increase of
59 lb. When a greater amount of rotation is introduced, the balloon rises in altitude

as shown in Test 30. 29; a constant 25 knot wind magnitude was neld above the start-

ing altitude of 65, 616 ft.

(b) Effect of Wind Magnitude Change

Here the cable length, 62, 600 ft, found with Test 30 conditions is again held

fixed. Wind magnitude changes were made as follows:

Z, ft Wind, knots

Original Test
Tests 25 30. 25
Through 30 30.30

66,000 25 35.36
65,616 25 35.36
52,500 15 26.72
42,500 27.5 27.5

These increases at 52, 500 ft and upward, Figure 21, represent a doubling of the

dynamic pressure and resulting drag of the balloon in comparison to the original

values at 65, 616 ft. This change will also affect parts of the cable at these altitudes.

The wind magnitudes below 52, 500 ft and all azimuth values were left unchanged.

In Table 5C, Test 30. 25 uses the wind magnitudes shown above taken with the
azimuths of Test 25 or two-dimensional case. In this test, the balloon moves from

63, 316 down to 58, 260 ft. In Test 30. 30 the balloon level changes from 65, 616 to
60, 920 ft. In both cases the loss in altitude, between 4700 to 5000 ft, is due prin-

cipally to balloon drag. Both of these tests indicate winch-tension increases of

several hundred pounds coupled with additional decreases in cable elevation angle.

In this exercise the balloon total force, FT, and its angle, 0 , were changed to
3170 lb and 73.5 * by the following rationale. With the assumption of a natural-
shape balloon having negligible aerodynamic lift, when the dynamic pressure is
doubled, only the doubling of drag was considered. Changes of size and shape with
altitude were considered negligible.

Orig. Condition New Condition

LF T = 3 0731lb LF T = 3 170lb

0 81.6° 0 = 73.50
Drag, D D' = 2D
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It is evident that the increase in the balloon drag (estimated at approximately 450

Ib) is felt at the winch. Changes in cable drag at the affected upper altitudes also

add to the winch tension changes. Increases of more than 100 percent in the down

range displacement may also be noted.

The results above indicate that the cable can be sized principally by considera-

tions of basic balloon forces. The height, and cable density in addition will in most

cases determine winch tension within reasonable working tolerances. Cable eleva-

tion angle at the winch becomes a good sensor of the collective effects of wind

changes on the cable alone.

The test cases are shown here to illustrate the ease of using the programs to

solve a typical tethered-balloon project's design and flight problems. A great many

more points in a matrix of variables must be evaluated to cover all possible condi-

tions that might be encountered during, for example, a flight of two-week's duration.

Such a parametric study for the high-altitude tethered balloon would also have to

include the effects of a changing balloon shape and size during ascent. Unlike the

conventional tethered-balloon design having a ballonet, this balloon is a natural-

shape type with factory installed reefing points for confining the excess material at

altitudes below the maximum. As the balloon rises, one reefing point at a time is

released to permit the gas to expand and maintain a non-flacid shape.. Thus a series

of values of balloon total-force FT, and its angle, 0, must be evaluated for many

altitudes to provide inputs for ascent studies.
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Appendix A

Symbols and Definitions

a 0 , aI Constants used in Atmospheric Density Equation

A Frontal Area of Cable Element, ft2

AZ Azimuth of the Wind, deg
AZ B Azimuth of the Balloon from the Winch Position, deg

AZC Azimuth of the Cable Leaving the Winch, deg

C Counter in 77. 007B

CD Drag Coefficient of a Cylinder

DT Total Wind Drag on Cable Element, lb

DH Horizontal Component of DT in Vertical Plane
of Element, lb

D Horizontal Component of D Perpendicular to
S Vertical Plane of Element, Tlb

D Vertical Component of DT, lb

FT Total Balloon Force, lb

g Horizontal Projection of Element Length, K, ft

h Horizontal Distance along YB axis, ft

H Sum of Horizontal Distances, h, ft

i Horizontal Distance along XB axis, ft

I Sum of Horizontal Distances. i, ft

j Vertical Projection of Element Length, K, ft

J -Sum of Vertical Distances, J, or ZB - ZSO ft

K Incremental Cable Element Length, ft
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A

L Horizontal Distance from Winch to Balloon, ft

M Tension Tick-Mark Interval, lb (Plot)

N Spacial Tick-Mark Interval, ft (Plot)

nCD Recall Code Number in CD Computations

NW Recall Code Number in Wind Computations

ON Option Code Number

P Rounding Factor (Plot)

q Dynamic Pressure, /2pV lb/ft

r Repeater Code Number in Optional Lower Altitude
Runs in 77. 007 and 77. 007P or in 77. 007B

R Reynolds Number

T Tension, lb

V Wind Velocity, fps

VA Component of Wind Velocity In line with Element, fps

VN Component of Wind Velocity Normal to Element, fps

VC Horizontal Component of Wind Velocity in Vertical
Plane of Element, fps

VS Horizontal Component of Wind Velocity Perpendicular
Vs 1to The Vertical Plane of the Element, fps

W Weight of Cable Element, lb

Wd Wind Velocity, knots

XB X-Axis Centered at Balloon, aligned 90° with Centerline
of Balloon and Positive to Right of Balloon (View
from Above)

Xw X-Axis Centered at Winch, parallel with XB axis butXW Positive Opposite to XB
X X-Axis Centered at Winch, aligned East-West,

Positive East

YB Y-Axis Centered at Balloon, aligned with Centerline
of Balloon and Positive Forward of the Balloon

Y Y-Axis Centered at Winch, parallel with YB axis, andPositive Opposite to Y
Y Y-Axis Centered at Winch, aligned North-South,

Positive North

Z Altitude, ft MSL and Vertical Axis

ZB Balloon Altitude, ft MSL

Z S Surface Altitude, ft MSL
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Greek Symbols

01 Relative Wind Angle to Vertical Element Plane, deg

0 Angle of Rotation between Adjacent Vertical
Element Planes, deg

B Azimuth of the Wind at the Balloon or the Azimuth
to which the Balloon Points, deg

y Angle in the X-Y Plane between the X-Axis and the
Straight Line from Winch to Balloon, deg

6 Angle in the X-Y Plane between the Xw-Axis and the
Straight Line from Winch to Balloon, deg

E Elevation Angle of Balloon from the Winch, deg

8 Elevation of Element or Tension Vector above the
Horizontal, deg

I'Atmospheric Coefficient of Viscosity, lb/ft-sec
p Atmospheric Density, slugs/ft3 (For R. lb/ft3

0 Angle between the V and VN Vectors, deg

77 To Call Special Operation--Computation of CD
Increment

E Sum
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